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EDITOR’S COMMENT

At a critical
juncture
Will pre-Christmas delivery dates
bring an end to the recent sales
growth or will stock save the day?
The one question that has been on the lips of almost everyone
for the past few months is could the sales growth that retailers
have enjoyed since stores re-opened continue? For month
after month, the answer has been yes. Consumers accepted
longer lead times, but we are at what could be a critical point:
Christmas. For many manufacturers pre-Christmas delivery
deadlines have passed (or will shortly). Faced with not having
that new sofa or carpet in time to impress family and friends,
will shoppers decide to put purchases on hold and wait until
the winter sales? We’ll find out soon enough. For suppliers with
stock, it’s time to prosper.
Last month saw the return of full-scale trade exhibitions
and events. It really was great to see people in the flesh for the
first time in what felt like years, and in quite a few cases meet
people for the first time, even though you’d had scores of email
conversations. It certainly cast aside Zoom for a few days and
it was like stepping back in time to a era when social distancing
probably meant you had a personal hygiene problem or were
hung-over and face masks were only worn by more cautious
Far Eastern visitors.
A first for many in these times was sitting down with 350
others at the Bed Industry Awards gala dinner. As I again had
the honour of co-judging the retailer categories, I can say that
the finalists proved there are many committed and successful
bed retailers out there proving that the death of the high street
is not on their agenda. Well done to the winners.
Amid the recent news about dry petrol stations, the
Government’s plan to raise funds for the NHS and social care
have seen scant comment since the initial coverage. While the
increase in National Insurance grabbed the headlines, the
increase in tax on dividends received far less column inches.
Many small retailers (and fitters and installers) pay themselves
through a mixture of dividends and salary, so these two
increases could see a major dent in income for some.
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NEWS

DFS on track
DFS says it is on track to deliver its
2021/2022 profits forecast after
trading continued to be strong.
In June it said strong Q4 orders
carried into 2021/2022 would help
it see profits of £105m, and nothing
has changed, it told shareholders.
‘Order intake has also remained
strong in the current financial year
to date, well ahead of our previous
scenario of +7% growth on FY19,
resulting in an order bank that
continues to grow and which in
absolute terms is very significantly
ahead of normal levels. This order
intake provides significant resilience,
and confidence in our outlook,’ it says.

Sales growth stays
strong in August
Flooring enjoyed a double-digit monthly sales increase in August, while furniture
and lighting sales slipped back but were still well ahead of 2020 and 2019.
According to the Office of National Statistics’ first estimate of August’s retail
sales, the flooring sector in England, Wales and Scotland saw sales climb 10.41%
compared with July.
Average weekly sales were £43,309,000.
Compared with August 2020, sales were 48% higher and compared with August
2019 they were 53% higher.
For the year to date (January to August) sales were 32.2% higher than the first
eight months of 2020 but 12.39% lower than the same period in 2019.
Furniture and lighting sales dropped by 3.94% compared with July.
Average weekly sales were £313,871,000.
However, sales were 13.55% higher than August 2020 and 16.81% higher than
August 2019.
For the year to date (January to August) sales were 36.96% higher than the first
eight months of 2020 and 6.9% higher than the same period in 2019.

Profit swing for Likewise
Flooring distributor Likewise swung to
a half-year profit after sales climbed by
more than half.
A pre-tax loss of £2.4m became a
profit of £300,000 as sales grew by £9.6m
to £28m in the six months to 30 June.
The company said businesses had
performed better than expected.
‘With the uplift in market activity in
spring 2021 and the lifting of lockdown
restrictions on 12 April, the group
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continued to outperform management’s
expectations, delivering consistent
profitability through March to June due to
pent-up demand and management’s
focus on delivering organic growth in all
regions,’ says Roy Povey, Likewise cfo.
‘All the Likewise businesses established
in 2019: Scotland, North East, North and
South East, are profitable and performing
well ahead of our original expectations,
despite the uncertain market conditions.’

Dividend reward
Dunelm is to reward shareholders
with a 65p special dividend in
addition to the full-year dividend
of 35p as it has enjoyed better than
forecast sales.
‘Sales growth in the first 10 weeks
of the new financial year has been
encouraging, including a positive
response from customers to our
summer sale in July and continued
outperformance versus the
homewares market. This strong start,
showing further growth against a
tough comparative period, has been
better than anticipated,’ it says.
It is also forecasting that pre-tax
profits will top analysts’ forecasts of
£175m for 2021/2022.

‘Massively ahead’
Victoria has told shareholders that
sales continue to be massively ahead
of pre-pandemic levels.
‘Trading continues to be solid, with
consumers continuing to invest in
their homes and commercial demand
for flooring returning. Year-to-date,
revenues are c+70% ahead of the
same period last year (c+50% on a
like-for-like basis excluding the
impact of acquisitions), and more
than 50% ahead of the same period
in 2019,’ it says.
It ‘continues to be involved in
active negotiations on several high
quality, value-creating acquisition
opportunities,’ it says.

W W W. F U R N I T U R E F A I R B R U S S E L S . B E
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JYSK enjoys sales leap
JYSK has seen UK and Ireland sales leap in the past year.
Turnover grew by 67% reaching a record €69.2m (£59m) in the
year to the end of August, helped by four store openings.
It demonstrated the importance of an omnichannel approach,
with online sales making up 28.6% of UK sales.
Physical and online customer numbers rose by 29% to more
than 1 million.
‘The past 12 months have been challenging for everyone in the
retail sector, but we are pleased that JYSK has grown so well as a
brand in the UK market. I see this both as a result of customers
spending more on home furnishing in general, and as a result of
my colleagues across the market being quick to adapt to a new
situation and focus more on online sales and click and collect,’ says
Roni Tuominen, JYSK UK and Ireland country manager.
Globally, JYSK saw sales rise by 7% to £3.74bn.

Sales rose 67% in the UK and Ireland, in contrast to 7% globally

BFM Fabric Show London
set for March return
The BFM Fabric Show London will
take place during the week commencing
7 March and will return to Stamford
Bridge.
Confirmed dates will be announced
as soon as Chelsea FC’s home fixture
schedule is released in mid-December.
‘We are delighted to announce with
strong certainty that the BFM Fabric
Show London will take place in 2022.
Like so many deferred and cancelled
events, it makes a welcome return, with
pent-up demand from those who
exhibit and those who visit,’ says Nick
Garratt, BFM md.
‘Many regular visitors and exhibitors
have expressed a strong desire to see
the return of the show at Chelsea FC.
Both the BFM and Chelsea

management are committed to
delivering a safe event: pre-booked
entry will be required. We will
endeavour to accommodate all those

The Stamford Bridge venue is popular

for whom this show is an essential
part of their diary, those who come
and select upholstery fabrics from the
best producers manufacturing and
supplying today.’

Nichols leaves Asiatic
Jeremy Nichols, Asiatic Carpets sales
director has left the rug company after
more than two decades.
‘As the song says, “It's a new dawn, It's
a new day, It's a new life, for me, And I'm
feeling good.” After nearly 22 years my
time at Asiatic has come to an end. It is a
journey I have enjoyed immensely. The
opportunity to travel, meet great people
and interact on so many levels will be the
things I take away with me,’ he says.
‘I have always believed that business is
a simple process. Yes, it is about service,
product and price, but primarily it is
about people. It is always the people that
determine whether an entire business, a
deal or a partnership will flourish or
flounder.
‘I thank you tremendously for the faith,
trust and support you have had in me. I
hope that in some small way I’ve left us
all in a slightly better place.’

Victoria plans new Alliance distribution centre
Victoria is planning to open
a new distribution centre for
Alliance Flooring Distribution.
A planning application
has been submitted for
a 180,121sqft unit on the
Worcester Six business park.
The centre is scheduled to
become operational in the
final quarter of next year.
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‘This move will allow us
to further develop and grow
our workforce using local
skills and we are hoping to
develop a work experience
and apprenticeship scheme
in the next two years to
complement this and aid our
continued growth,’ says
Philippe Hamers, Victoria ceo.
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‘The location of Worcester
Six is perfect and gives
immediate access to the
motorway network. Combine
this with how long we have
been an employer in this area,
the local workforce who have
great experience in flooring
and the fact that we are able
to future-proof our business

by building a fit-for-purpose
headquarters in an attractive
setting with all of the green
credentials we are striving for:
it’s an exciting future for us.’
The base build of the unit
will be net carbon zero in
operation and will feature
extensive EV charging points
and solar panels on the roof.

YOUR 2022 SALES
SUCCESS STRATEGY
5 ESSENTIAL WAYS TO MAXIMISE
YOUR SALES AND PROFIT
● ADVERTISING – Most advertising does not work very
well. If yours isn’t, stop wasting your money now. Don’t
blame the media, blame your message. Re-design your
advertising campaigns using a benefits-orientated-style. Call
Greenwood for effective copywriting know-how.
● PRODUCT OFFER – Be ruthless. If a product or
collection is not pulling its weight after being given a fair
chance, then clear it and replace it with a better performing
one. Test and measure the profit-generating potential of your
entire range during a Greenwood Sale.
● SELLING SKILLS – Get good at selling. Most retailers
don’t employ a proper retail sales process. The most
successful ones do. Invest time and money in quality sales
know-how. Call Greenwood to arrange an effective sales
training course for your team.
● COMPETITION – Check your competition to find out
what they are offering. Avoid all-out price wars. Outperform your competition on the most relevant beneficial
points including choice, quality, value and service. Call
Greenwood to mystery shop your competitors.
● PROMOTION – Promote your business effectively. Every
good retailer from Aldi to Harrod’s does. Consider holding
a Greenwood Sales Promotion to increase sales, turn stock
into cash and win future market share, while protecting your
profit at the same time. Call Greenwood!

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
GREENWOOD SALES...
Learn all about the new super-effective Greenwood Digital
Sales Campaign. Call me on 07771 700247 to discuss the
exciting possibilities for your next big sales event without
obligation or, send an e mail enquiry with your contact
details and I’ll call you…
We are booking Greenwood Sales right now across the
UK and Ireland for 2022 on a first come first served basis.
The best launch dates go quickly.

BOOKING NOW FOR 2022
CALL BERNARD EATON ON
07771 700247

UK and Ireland’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales
Promotion since 2002
sales@greenwoodretail.com

www.greenwoodretail.com
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SPIRITUS

FUNDAMENTALS ®
IS THE ESSENTIAL
COLLECTION THAT
COVERS ALL YOUR
CARPET NEEDS.

TERRA

AQUA

ANIMO

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

THE FUNDAMENTALS® CARPET COLLECTION BY AW: ESSENTIAL TO YOUR HOME

FUNDAMENTALS® is the must-have brand for your store - you might say it’s fundamental.
WITH JUST 6 RANGES, YOU’LL COVER THE CARPET WISHES OF ANY CUSTOMER:
colours, neutrals & design, plains & heathers, made with polypropylene & polyamide.
The great variation caters to all style demands and the collection comes with WEAR &
STAIN WARRANTIES that guarantee DURABILITY and EASY MAINTENANCE.
The graphic style is truly unseen in the carpet business: sleek, striking and modern with a
touch of sci-fi. This makes FUNDAMENTALS® into an instore show-stopper, appealing to all
types of customers.

Share your Fundamentals
#carpetyourlife
fundamentals-carpet.co.uk

NEWS

Made forecasts 65%
growth as it prepares
to cut lead times
Made.com has told
shareholders it expects fullyear sales to grow by 65%
this year.
It told them that it was
confident in its expectations
if global supply chains do
not get worse. It says it
assumes extended shipping
times, range availability
pressures and increased
shipping costs will continue
into the first half of 2022.
The company aims for ‘industry-leading lead times’
The statement came after
the company’s sales in the six months to 30 June rose by 54% to £213.9m.
A pre-tax loss of £15.2m last year fell to £10.1m, and would have been lower still if not
for the £5.4m cost of its stock market flotation and giving employees £1.7m of shares.
It says it absorbed higher shipping costs in the first half to give it an advantage over
rivals who passed on the increases, and that it has now begun to pass on part of the
higher costs.
It also says it has invested in stock, warehousing and shipping availability to allow it to
begin to offer an ‘industry-leading lead-time proposition. Due to our curated range and
deep supplier partnerships, we are well placed to do this with a relatively limited stock
investment. Historically, an improvement of one week in our lead times has resulted in a
c5% sales uplift and improved levels of customer satisfaction.’
It will begin to introduce this towards the end of this year.

Emma hits
physical store
milestone
Mattress etailer Emma has
seen its physical presence in
stores across Europe pass the
3,000 mark after the roll-out
of its Emma Select collection.
Emma Select is sold by 11
UK retailers, headed by John
Lewis and Furniture Village,
and stocked at 195 UK stores.
This already surpasses
distribution in some European
markets. In Italy, Emma has
18 stockists with 40 stores; in
Portugal, 18 retailers with 50
branches, and two retailers
with 135 stores across
Belgium and the Netherlands.
It is also available from
36 retailers with 277 stores in
France, headed by LaHalle
and Conforama, and 85
stockists with 255 branches
in Spain, headed by El Corte
Inglese. However, these
numbers are dwarfed by its
home market of Germany,
where 32 retailers, headed by
Danisches Bettenlager, offer
the brand in 2,284 stores.
The company is seeking to
open further UK showrooms,
after its first in Solihull.

Harrison Spinks opens recycling plant for zero-to-landfill
Harrison Spinks has opened
its own recycling plant as part
of its efforts to be net carbon
zero by 2023.
The plant in Scunthorpe
will allow the disassembly and

recycling of all its mattresses
containing its Cortec spring
systems. The components can
be reprocessed into new raw
material for future use as
part of its circular-by-design

ethos, meaning that no
Harrison Spinks mattress
should end up in landfill.
‘Our Beyond Circular
approach sees us commit to
an entirely recyclable,

HomePlus set for former M&S store
Kent regional furnishing chain
HomePlus Furniture is to
become the new tenant of
the former Marks and Spencer
store in Ashford.
The six-store chain has
agreed a 15-year lease for the
premises and hopes to be
open in time for Christmas.
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The store has been empty
since May 2019.
‘It has taken a long time but
we were determined to get it.
We are going to smarten up
the shop so it will be a whole
new experience from what
people had when it was M&S.
I’d like to open before
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Christmas and we will make
a difference to the town
centre,’ says Martin Rose,
HomePlus owner.
He says £200,000 will be
spent on the store, with its
25,000sqft ground floor
used for retailing and the
first floor for warehousing.

reusable and zero-to-landfill
production to ensure we
continue to lead the way in
sustainability and change
the way the world sleeps. Our
innovative work and initiatives
are contributing to saving the
planet in many ways.
‘While we’ve set the wheels
in motion, we’re not afraid
to recognise that more needs
to be done to become a
completely sustainable
business, for both the health
of our customers and the
benefit of the environment,’
says Richard Essery, Harrison
Spinks director of sustainability
and innovation.

O K AYA M A
N EW F O R AW 2 1

The Okayama collection offers a range of living, dining and bedroom furniture offering a
beautiful contemporary Japandi style. Crafted from solid oak and oak veneers, great attention
to detail has been given to the design across the range to create these stunning pieces.

Odori Jug Charcoal,
5059413398025. Overall
W170 D170 H230mm
NEW Okayama Dining Table Large,
5059413421143. Overall
W2000 D1000 H750mm

Whitley Chair Black (2pk),
5056315930070. Overall
W780 D540 H540mm

NEW PRODUCTS

1

4

1 Gandiablasco’s Timeless collection has
been expanded with an armchair with teak
arms that contrast with the aluminium
frames of the club chair inspired design.
Visit: www.gandiablasco.com
2 Avenue has introduced Carbontex, a
Luxatex textile-backed floor, to its 2021
vinyl collection. Capable of being installed
over existing wood, laminate and ceramic
floors without glue and supremely
comfortable, Carbontex’s stylish wood
and stone designs are a great choice for
homes looking for a fast and easy lift.
Visit: www.avenuefloors.co.uk
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2

3

5

3 Rapport is Leoline’s new vinyl range:
15 classic wood, stone and tile effects given
a modern makeover with on-trend colours,
including the herringbone of Patagonia
and eclectic Es Vedra encaustic tile pattern.
Rapport gives great versatility for a floor
that’s simple to live with.
Visit: www.leoline.co.uk
4 At the heart of all Academy for
Excellence in Flooring training
programmes lies the understanding of
the technical requirements and scenarios
that can affect installations. This leads
to comprehensive courses that address

best practice preparation, selecting the
right floor for complex environments,
and overcoming installation problems
using industry-recognised processes.
Visit: www.quick-step-academy.co.uk
5 BerryAlloc’s Chateau collection provides
the flexibility for herringbone, shipdeck,
ladder and mosaic configurations – all
patterns that lend themselves well to the
growing consumer demand for signature
floors. Its 10 wood decors range from the
light nuances of Chestnut White to the
contrasting midnight tones of Charme Black.

Visit: www.berryalloc.com

Wentworth
A

TOUCH

OF

LUXURY
Colour shown: Perivale

At Penthouse we’re always working hard to give our retailers what they want; superb quality, easy-fit carpets in up to the minute
shades. That’s why we’ve added 7 gorgeous new on-trend options to our Wentworth range, offering a touch luxury that won’t
break the bank. We never compromise on quality, which means that we select only the finest wool rich blends to give amazing
depth of colour and durable good looks. Expertly crafted by the dedicated team at our employee owned mill in Lancashire;
Wentworth is available in 40oz and 50oz, and 4m and 5m guaranteed full widths. Penthouse quality – naturally.

For samples and further information please call
01706 639 866 or visit penthousecarpets.co.uk
ST Y L E | C O LO U R | C O M F O RT

NEW PRODUCTS

6

9

6 Zanette has expanded its Hood collection
with a new chair by Francesc Rifé. Inspired
by 1950s design, it embodies the
company’s wish to adapt a contract-style
product to a domestic setting, perhaps
paired with a dining table or as an addition
to the sitting room area.
Visit: www.zanette.it
7 Fritz Hansen has updated Drop,
designed by Arne Jacobson in 1958 and
re-introduced in 2014, with new colours
including clay, beige, olive green (pictured)
and rose, and matching powder-coated
base finishes.
Visit: www.fritzhansen.com
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7

8

10

8 Illullian’s Veneer by Arik Levy holds
in its appearance the superposition of
ideas, materials and texture as well as the
presence of both human and nature. By
transforming vegetal to textile, hard to
soft, micro to macro, rough to smooth,
the design plays with the space of our
minds as well as the space of our living
landscape.
Visit: www.illulian.com
9 Fiam’s En collection of coffee tables
has a 10mm glass top that is heated,
tempered and back-painted in a choice of
Brilliant Brown, Coppery Brown, Brilliant
Black and Champagne. It is available in

three sizes: 45cm diameter x 50cm height,
75cm diameter x 40cm height and 105cm
diameter x 30cm height.
Visit: www.fiamitalia.it
10 Desire is the new PU underlay to join
Floorwise’s Feel the Difference collection
bringing premium luxury to homes. This
latest addition adds another recycled PU
underlay to the range, joining Elegance,
alongside the sponge rubber waffle of
Inspiration and the rubber crumb and felt
of Prestige. In a 9mm thick SHD+
specification, Desire is the most affordable
Feel the Difference underlay available.
Visit: www.floorwise.co.uk

Introducing

Thickness 9mm
Density 160Kg/m³

NEW from

Sustainable
recycled
underlay Say ‘no ’ to waste
Made from 98% recycled materials
whilst also being 100% recyclable.

renu® uses ethically sourced and
genuinely recycled materials; keeping
waste from landfill and being fully
recyclable itself.
And, the really cool bit is, when your
underlay has reached the end of its
life, it can be collected and used to
create new rolls of renu®!

Discover More
www.interfloor.com/renu

Call Us
01706 238810

WATCH T HE F I L M
AN D DISCOV E R
O UR AWA R D
W INNIN G
DI S PL AY

Always a trailblazer when it comes to
branding, Associated Weavers reinvents
the in-store display & brings an experience
unseen in the flooring business. With
traditional samples and an intuitive
digital module, Invictus® luxury vinyl
flooring invites the customer on a fun-todo purchasing journey.
Share your Invictus
#invictuscarpetflooring

GREAT FLOORING • INVINCIBLE PERFORMANCE

A UK brand
since 1964
www.invictus.co.uk

SERVICE

Richard Renouf

Testing the best
The Fitter of the Year finalists might
have been needed elsewhere

18

Judging the Fitter of the Year at The
Flooring Show is usually a highlight of
my diary, and this year was no exception.
Watching five experienced fitters
installing LVT (a category new to the
competition) into a bay with added
‘challenges’ is rather different to
inspecting flooring that has failed. All
of the finalists would have ‘passed’ in the
context of my day job, but what made
the winning difference?
The challenge was to lay the LVT in a
herringbone design, with the left-hand
side cut directly against the skirting
board and with a border and feature
strip on the right-hand side. A hexagonal
obstacle was also set into the platform,
adding 120deg angles into the mix, and
there was a curved insert on one corner.
The competitors were told that they
could add their own embellishment to
the 270deg corner if they wished.
The scoring was very close. All the
fitters completed the job within the time
set, although two did need a bit of extra
time for final finishing. The three judges,
Steve Ramsden, Ian James and I, watched
the work at every stage, making sure that
the adhesives (they had a choice from
various sponsors) were used correctly

and noting how the setting out was done
– and even supplying the occasional
plaster (it happens to the best of them).
There were a few blemishes on a
couple of the platforms if you looked
closely enough, but I won’t embarrass
any of the finalists by saying where. The
winner, Matt Bowles, came out ahead of
the others for three simple reasons.
He finished with a few minutes to spare
but it was clear he had planned his time
well and had incorporated his freestyle
element into his way of working, so there
was no lifting or re-cutting necessary.
From time to time I noticed him taking a
‘thinking break’ to make sure he got
everything as he wanted, and I don’t
consider that to have been time wasted.
One of the other finalists finished the
platform ahead of him but then created
his freestyle element and inserted it into
the completed flooring. I was impressed
as it meant he’d avoided the risk of a DNF
(‘Did Not Finish’) but it was slightly less
efficient than the winning work and
lacked the extra highlight of the feature
strips framing the design.
Bowles also used some simple but
effective ways of setting out the
herringbone design, and this enabled

Cutting in the herringbone at the skirting boards

Ian James watches Dean Dickinson at work
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him to plan where the tiles fell in
conjunction with the stair nosing on
the landing and other obstacles. You’d
think a busy herringbone design would
hide any slight misalignments, but
getting it spot on is so much better than
simply hoping for the best.
The other factor which gave him the
edge was that he almost always seemed
to be working in a clean and tidy way.
Waste was binned immediately and
tools were put away when no longer
required, so he wasn’t falling over them
or even having to move them around
unnecessarily, which can be problematic
in a small working area.
I’d like to congratulate all the finalists:
Daniel Jones, Mathew Parkinson, Dean
Dickinson and Luke Johnson, as well as
Bowles, as they put on an excellent
display for show visitors. And I have to
thank the organisers and the sponsors
who made it possible.
While the competition was going on,
I was mindful that a local church hall was
being fitted with LVT. The flooring had
been paid for by a legacy, but work had
been interrupted by positive Covid-19
results among the fitting team –
although I’m still not sure why this was
for three weeks, and it had made me
wonder if the job was too large for the
local retailer who had quoted.
This weekend I went to the hall,
determined to keep my eyes up and not
to look for problems. I managed to keep
them off the flooring, but when they
wandered down as far as the skirting
boards I was horrified. I’ve never seen
LVT flooring fitted with a scotia beading
around the perimeter. How good was
their cutting in?
Visit: www.richard-renouf.com
Richard Renouf is an independent
furnishings consultant
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IN
STOCK
NOW

VISION COLLECTION
NEW FOR AUTUMN 2021

Widescreen TV Units

Fixed TV Wall Panels

Flat Screen TV Units

Our new Vision range of wall mounting and freestanding TV units create a focal point to
any room. Bringing contemporary styling and storage together in this range which is also
available in a choice of wood and paint effect finishes. All our ranges are available from
stock here in the UK for quick delivery to your store or direct to your customer’s home.

See our full 2021 catalogue online at

www.coreproducts.co.uk

t: 01738 630555

e: sales @coreproducts.co.uk

2021

BEST FLAT
PACKED
FURNITURE
SUPPLIER

WINNERS 2019, 2020 & 2021

EXPERIENCES

Not as expected
September brought continuing price increases, higher pay rates for
fitters and concerns over future bookings, says our correspondent
THE RETAILER
Fludes Carpets
September is normally a time for a
quickening of the pulse, getting ready
for the autumn surge in business and
looking through the fitting diary to see
what space we have left. Not this year
though.
Although sales this September were
marginally better, the estimate diary is
somewhat disappointing. In the fitting diary
we’re now filling the end of November and
we have some jobs already booked for
December: I just hope that all the carpet,

are not and they look at you incredulously
when you quote them a four to six-week
delivery time.
In the past month we have looked at our
fitting rate in light of increases elsewhere.
We have raised it to a comparative level,
and the fitters are happy as a result. We are
still experiencing price increases, which the
manufacturers are having to make because
of increased costs of materials and delivery.
It’s just life – we need to accept it and get
on with it.

track, as gross profit combined with sales
turnover are the key factors in creating the
annual budget. Profit is not a dirty word
and it is what we need to make to allow us
to pay for our overheads.
I have heard talk and seen on social
media that some retailers who are close to
the end of their leases are going to quit the
high street and deal with customers online
and over the phone. This could mean that
wholesalers will find an uplift in business,
as a retailer without bricks and mortar is

LVT and laminate is delivered on time. At
least we have had a strong July and August
to bolster our cash flow.
It must be said that product supply and
additional delivery problems have been
regularly highlighted in the press and on TV.
The majority of customers are therefore
aware of the issues and are realistic in their
plans for their new flooring: however, some

The weekly routine of updating prices to
take account of manufacturers’ uplifts is
still occurring. A number of colleagues in
the flooring business have asked me if we
are matching the change in the suppliers’
costs and increasing our prices. We most
certainly are. Where we would normally
work on a cost-plus basis we need to
adjust that to keep our gross profit on

generally not easily able to deal with
manufacturers. If this is the case and more
carpet shops disappear, could it spell the
beginning of the end of the traditional
independent flooring retailer? Or increased
business for those who can still offer
shoppers a physical shopping experience?
Let’s see what October brings us.
Andy Laird, Fludes Carpets md

The estimate diary is not what it could be
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Multi-format Van
Gogh designs.
Available in
gluedown and rigid
core.

Why rigid core?

Why gluedown?

Excellent
acoustics

Create intricate
designs

Installs over
most hard floors

Fully
customisable

Preserves
existing floors

No expansion
gap required

Quick & easy
to install

Installation flexibility and product versatility are just some of the benefi ts that can be found in our Van Gogh multi-format
offering with simply beautiful floors in both gluedown and rigid core formats.
Our Van Gogh range introduces six new wood looks in a larger 56” x 9” plank size, with four of these colours also available in an
on-trend (28” x 7”) herringbone.

karndean.com/newvangogh

Featured floor: Golden Brushed Oak VGW122T

DESIGN
Ply rug for GAN, Bow tiles for
Harmony, Minima chair for Interiors,
Beetle acoustic panel for Sancal

Fast forward

MUT was finally able to mark its anniversary
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Four bar Hexham
This variant to the established
eight bar Hexham spindle aims to
give a cleaner, more contemporary
look yet remains also able to cross
over into traditional. A winner with
painters.

Hexham Eight bar
Our highly popular eight bar back
plain spindle back chair is where
modern meets the best of Victorian
simple. Equally at home in town or
country dining settings. Available in
beech or oak.

Hoop back

Windsor Hoop Carver

An enormously popular and
stylish hoop back with elegant
good looks and features, robust
enough even for contract. This
is a quality beech chair that fits
many bills.

We have taken a classic Georgian
style an adapted it for modern
living. The ageless lines evoke
their traditional background but
also harness a more modern edge.
Great as a stand-alone chair in its
own right or a carver complement
to our hoop or Hexham’s.

DESIGN
Armadillo for
Expormim

Roll for Sancal

Arco and Nudo for Ex.t

Lens lamp for LZF, Aspa table for
Pulpo, XStool stool for Bolia, Cala
vases (prototype) for Schoenbuch

The pandemic meant MUT was unable
to celebrate its 10th anniversary in April
2020, a decade after Alberto Sánchez and
Eduardo Villalón made their debut at
Salone Satellite. So to mark turning 11,
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it returned to the city during Milan Design
Week with a retrospective exhibition,
Raíces: a Futuristic Look to the Past.
As well as the show, it collaborated
with Italian digital artist Massimo

Colonna to create compositions that
present the products from an artistic
point of view involving nature and
drama, while thanking the companies
who have been working with and

DESIGN
Grill collection for Diabla

Nautica for Expormim

Canto for Pulpo

Block chair for Missana,
Grill table for Diabla,
Chromo lamps for Preciosa

Bow tiles for Harmony, Plum lamps
(prototypes) for Preciosa, bath and
sink (prototypes) for Antonio Lupi

supporting it through the years.
Colonna’s surreal compositions want
to evoke in the visitor the feeling of being
outside while being inside: an ideal MUT
has always pursued. Designs appear

against a desert-like background, water
surrounding what looks like a regal
entrance hall, volcanic stones freshly
ejected at the feet of an undaunted
armchair. Textures, colours and shapes

come from the inexhaustible source
of inspiration nature has always been to
MUT, but with the touch of artifice and
theatricality provided by Colonna.
Visit: www.mutdesign.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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CARPET

Still things to do
From impending failure to being in tune with the times and avoiding members
being pillaged, the Carpet Foundation is marking its 21st anniversary
The past decade
has brought much
change under the
leadership of
Andrew Stanbridge,
CF chief executive
(pictured).
‘The foundation
was paddling water,
but all the warning signs were going in
the wrong direction. Running it cost too
much money and there were too many
people involved. People were losing
interest. As a result, manufacturers were
slowly leaving, and at the time they were
contributing the vast majority of the
income. Retailers weren’t joining. There
was a feeling that it might slowly wither
on the vine. Unless you are doing
something as a trade association why are
you there? We were down to five
manufacturers – Axminster, Brintons,
Cavalier, Ulster and Victoria – each
paying £10,000 a year, and I thought
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that can’t be right,’ he says.
‘At a board meeting attended by the
manufacturers and the buying groups
I said we can carry on as we are, close it
or change. What do you want? Everyone
said, don’t close it as if it goes it’ll never
come back, and at some point we’ll
need it.
‘The plan was to change the focus
from manufacturers to retailers. We
completely changed the governance so it
was no longer run by the manufacturers,
and we completely changed the financial
model and how we were organised. It
took the best part of 18 months.
‘We were staring into what could
have become a very big hole. We
changed our approach to the industry –
we became much more open, much
more honest. That’s why we now have
20 manufacturing patrons.
‘One of the failings is that some
retailers still think the funding is the
1% levy on sales of manufacturing

supporters’ products, despite it being
abolished years ago. Since then retailers
have paid £35 a month. Manufacturers
pay £2,000 a year. We have to have
enough funds that we can do stuff,
otherwise there is no benefit to
membership.
‘There was a core of manufacturers
who didn’t want overseas manufacturers
to join and that is divisive. Things are
different now. In marketing terms we
were quite a challenge before: buy from
these manufacturers with a quality mark,
from these retailers – it’s a difficult
message to sell. Now it’s very simple:
buy from these independent retailers.
At the moment the message is spot on,
because people are more interested in
their local retailers.
‘The Code of Practice is almost 15 years
old and we had no idea consumer rights
would become centre stage: it was pure
luck. We actually have a product that fits
very nicely with the way legislation is

CARPET

going and where the market is going.
For example, we are ADR approved so
the coming changes in dispute legislation
won’t affect our members as we’ve been
doing it for two years. Since we’ve been
accredited, complaints have really
dropped off, as I think members have
got much better at sorting out problems:
if you are a small retailer you depend on
your local community and word of
mouth. What you don’t want is some
unpleasant social media stuff going on.
Being accredited has helped to attract
members, but you have to explain it face
to face to them and the problem is we
don’t have the bodies to see everyone.’
A criticism has been that membership
is a fraction of what it was, at about 400.
‘If you take the market we appeal to –
that’s middle to upper – then it’s about
2,000 retailers. I’d be really confident you

could go into any member’s store and
have a nice experience. When it was
1,250, you couldn’t say that.
‘Recruitment is the big issue for us. We
haven’t cracked it, we know we haven’t
cracked it, and I’m not sure we know
how to. But there is another argument,
which is do we want any more? At 400,
our members are theoretically the largest
buying group. Are you chasing your tail
to get a few more? You need to keep
replacing those that leave, usually due
to retirement or selling the store, but I
am not looking to suddenly recruit
another 200 – that’s not going to happen
in a million years.’
One frustration is the lack of credible
statistics for the industry.
‘One of the major advantages of a
trade association is it can talk about the
industry to anybody. The first thing most
people ask – and we had this when we
tried to set up an All Party Parliamentary
Group – is how big the industry is. We
don’t know. We suggested using an
independent third party – not us – to
gather sales figures from manufacturers
and collate them to work out a market
worth, but with no independently
verified statistics I can’t honestly say to
anybody the market is worth X.’
Another issue is the depth – or
otherwise – of CF’s relationships with
non-senior management, on both the
retail and manufacturing sides.
‘We have good relationships with chief
executives, sales directors and marketing
directors. We might have very good
relationships with the retailer who owns

the business, but when it comes to the
day-to-day operations within the retailer
or manufacturer – the people who
actually deliver – they don’t really know
very much about us. It doesn’t cascade
down. Staff turnover can be quite high
so even if you train someone, they might
leave and that knowledge goes with
them. For retailers, those are the people
who are supposed to know about the
Code and be able to talk to consumers
about it. We always say to retailers the
Code won’t bring people in but it might
help clinch the sale at the end of the
process: it’s an added bit of reassurance.’
Sustainability is another area where
Stanbridge concedes the foundation
needs to improve its knowledge.
‘We’re not going to be leading the
charge as it’s not our primary focus, but it
is within our remit to have a view and
flag it up. Some manufacturers have the
view that when legislation is passed [on
end-of-life recycling] we’ll deal with it
then: “It’s not affecting business at the
moment.” We have to be better informed
so we can better inform people.’
Developing a partnership with a carpet
recycling company or companies to
tackle the disposal of old carpet has been
explored, in the way the NBF is doing
with Zero Waste Scotland, but Stanbridge
says companies simply want to ‘rape and
pillage’ its membership.
As he acknowledges, there are areas
the foundation is trying to up its game
on, but the fact that it is very much more
than still here should be applauded.
Visit:www.carpetfoundation.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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FLOORING

One-stop

Uptake of the new stands has been strong

Heritage brands are being combined under one name

28

This year is turning out to be a gamechanger for Furlong Flooring. Despite
the obvious difficulties caused by the
pandemic, the business has been
incredibly busy. Alongside excellent
take-up of its new award-winning
modular display stands, range launches
and multiple award wins, it is making
strides with its brand and the way it
brings its product portfolio to customers.
Whether you know the company as
Furlong Flooring or through its heritage
brands Regency Carpets, Natural
Solutions and Design Elements, things
are changing. As it has expanded its
product offer into more sectors it has

decided to rebrand its full collection as
Furlong Flooring.
The company says that streamlining
how it promotes its products brings
many benefits to retailers. For starters,
it makes it a one-stop shop flooring
supplier: you can get everything you
need from a single, trusted source.
It can also provide better service:
you can order from just one sales
representative, who has access to the
whole range of flooring and all the
relevant deals.
There’s also the advantage of
recognisable brand values: all of the
heritage brands already operate under

The company has products for every room

Different products are supplied in one delivery
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the same mission, vision and standards.
Using its new display stands, which
are specially designed to make it easy
for retailers to display and compare
collections, you no longer need to invest
in lots of different POS stands. They hold
carpet, wood, vinyl, laminate and LVT
samples, making it easy for you to sell
flooring for every room in the home. It
also makes it easy for you to break into
new flooring categories: you don’t need
to search for new suppliers and go
through the uncertainties of working
with someone new.
The ranges offered under the Regency
Carpets, Natural Solutions and Design
Elements brands are still available, and
Furlong now offers more ranges across
carpet, vinyl, wood, LVT and laminate
than it has before.
Lots of work has been going on to
make sure there’s something in the offer
for every room, every taste and every
price point. It has seen huge demand for
its popular family of twists, and later this
year will launch further carpet ranges,
with updated vinyls in the pipeline too.
Visit: www.furlongflooring.com

KNOCKOUT MERCHANDISE

KNOCKOUT

MERCHANDISE

For all your branded workwear,
PPE, merchandise, gifts &
promotional items...
Plus anything else you can dream
up, we can print your logo on it!
We have a huge range of products
available to suit any budget.
Get in touch to discuss any project.
sales@knockoutmerchandise.co.uk
01892 839988

KNOCKOUT PRINT

Established in 2010. From
brochures to banners, business
cards to books, we have it all
covered. We like to call it
“local print at internet prices”,
which we feel sums us up pretty well!
Whatever you need we have
it covered!
info@knockoutprint.co.uk
01892 823540

KNOCKOUT
G RP ARPI NHTI C S

KNOCKOUT SIGNS
& GRAPHICS

KNOCKOUT
SIGNS & GRAPHICS

A division of Knockout Print
dedicated to the production of
wide format printing such as
banners, signage, vehicle graphics,
floor graphics, posters, pull ups,
exhibition panels and anything else
on the larger side of things!
Get in touch today!
info@knockoutprint.co.uk
01892 823540

UPHOLSTERY

Leighton

Lytham

In time for Christmas

The order deadline for the festive season has been extended
Sweet Dreams has extended its
pre-Christmas delivery guarantee for
all upholstery orders to 18 October.
Made to order in its Burnley premises,
furniture can be manufactured and
delivered by the company to most parts
of the UK within 20 days
‘Good-looking, well-designed
upholstery that meets key price points
and never strays from the comfort
zone – this is the Sweet Dreams
collection,’ says Nick Williams, Sweet
Dreams sales manager.

Blenheim
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‘Consistency of quality and service is
our goal. A SATRA member, we have
our own compliance centre and in the
past year have invested in both track
systems and cutting machinery so we
can offer a greater number of designs.
The range features an eclectic choice of
20 sofa sets, with 3, 2, 1 configurations
and corner groups available. There
are also accent chairs to complement
these ranges and a high-quality cottage
range is also available to serve the
more mature customer.

‘We maintain a similar delivery
schedule for our imported upholstery,
which is then held in stock at the
state-of-the-art warehouse at
Primrose Mill. The popular recliners
are sourced with care from responsible
suppliers and offer truly delectable
comfort at the press of a button. The
collection complements our UK-made
ranges, so that even the choosiest
customer may find a sofa to relax on
with pleasure.’
The company has also added to its
sofa bed offer with eight new models.
‘Space is so often at a premium in
British homes, so it’s no surprise that
sofa beds have really come into their
own. Finding a sofa bed that looks
attractive as a sofa and is just as
comfortable as a bed is no mean
feat, yet the Sweet Dreams collection
has gone from strength to strength,
proving that we have what it takes,’
says Williams.
‘We cater to many tastes, with
designs heading towards the hipster
end of the market as well as more
traditional styles. As well as our own
manufactured sofa-beds, we also
source from reliable manufacturers
overseas. Whether the need is for a
showpiece in the primary reception
room or a useful extra bed in a study
or spare room, we have the perfect
sofa bed solution.’
Visit: www.sweetdreamsuk.com

BEDS AND BEDROOM

New home

The showroom took four months to complete

Sleepeezee has invested in a new showroom
As Royal Warrant holders marking the
best of British, Sleepeezee is renowned
for its beds and mattresses and for
providing superior customer service.
Working with many partners and
suppliers in the UK and abroad for
almost 100 years, it has opened a new
showroom at its Rochester, Kent site
along with a revamped website.
The showroom, which has taken
four months to complete, has been
created to enhance the experience of
Sleepeezee’s partners and to provide
them with a professional space from
which to see, touch and feel the many
ranges of beds and mattresses it has
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to offer. The showroom not only displays
all of Sleepeezee’s retail collections, but
also its dedicated export and contract
hospitality ranges.
‘We are excited about the new
showroom which the team have worked
very hard on in recent months. Featuring
new graphics and branding as well as
a modern meeting area, it creates the
perfect environment for us to welcome
new and existing partners and to present
our ranges to them,’ says Clive Parry,
Sleepeezee retail sales director.
‘We have also invested heavily into
developing a new company website,
by evaluating how consumers interact

with us and looking at how best to
engage with our customers online.
This has involved a lot of research and
careful consideration to make it the
easy to-navigate, informative website
we are proud to now offer.’
Visitors to the website can also
access technical details about the many
ranges available and then easily locate
a retailer close to them and see what
they have on display to try out, as well
as regular new content on sleep-related
matters including how to choose the
best mattress and how to get the best
night’s sleep.
Visit: www.sleepeezee.com

After a hard day’s work

LEAVE THE REST TO US

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Your moonlight
Bring the moon to your bedroom
If there is one room in the house where
getting the lighting right is vital, it’s the
bedroom. Too much and getting to sleep
can be difficult after a sudden plunge
into darkness. Not enough and bedtime
reading could provoke eyestrain and
headaches. But is also the room where
you can let your tastes rule.
Enter Seletti’s My Moon.
The lamp, created with Marcantonio
Raimondi Malerba, allows you to bring
the moon indoors and enjoy your own
personal moonlight.
And it is also suitable for using
outdoors, whether you are sleeping
or not.
Don’t worry about where to plug it
in: it has an 8m cable, which will take it
almost anywhere.
Visit: www.seletti.it
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My Moon can be used indoors and outside

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Best of the best

Sussex Beds receives its award
from David Moffat, NBF president

The Bed Industry Awards crowned its champions
The best of the UK and Republic of
Ireland bed industry was recognised
at the Bed Industry Awards at the
Bed Show gala dinner, hosted by
Jo Caulfield, last month.
Sussex Beds scooped the NBF Retail
Champion of the Year award. Over the
past 12 months, the south-east of
England retailer made a record-breaking
profit and seized the opportunities the
pandemic brought, demonstrating that

Dreams
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creative thinking, solid planning and
a united team can bring success in the
most challenging trading conditions.
The retailer opened two new stores
and a distribution hub, invested in its
ecommerce website – resulting in a vast
increase in revenue as well as a virtual
training platform to support staff – and
kept in daily contact with employees to
check in on their wellbeing.
NBF Retail Champion finalists were

Mattress Online

Eades & Co and Sound Sleep.
Winner of the National Bed Retailer
of the Year was Dreams. Dreams defied
the notion that traditional retailing is
dead, opening six new stores and
investing in warehouse capacity that in
turn created 30 additional jobs. However,
the national retailer also expanded its
online retail offer and, recognising the
growing concern for sustainability,
reached its milestone of recycling 

Award Winning Bed Product of the Year

www.shirebeds.co.uk | T: 01924 439898 | E: info@shirebeds.co.uk

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Hypnos

one million beds and mattresses.
Acknowledging concerns around
work–life balance after a challenging
year for many personally, Dreams also
reduced staff’s contracted hours.
Finalists were Bensons for Beds and
Furniture Village.
The prize of Online Bed Retailer of the
Year went to Mattress Online, which
made a record-breaking profit and had
the largest growth in its 18-year history.
It recently reached its huge milestone
of recycling 100,000 mattresses and
featured on several major TV channels.
Demonstrating that people are at the
heart of the company, Mattress Online
launched an employee health and
wellbeing initiative, a new training
facility, boosted its team by 61% and
donated £51,000 to NHS staff. The retailer

Shire Beds
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John Cotton Non-Wovens

also showed great use of initiative during
the Covid-19 pandemic by avoiding
furlough through a restructure of nonremote workers’ shift patterns.
Finalists were Land of Beds and Mattress
Next Day.
Shire Beds took home the award for
Bed Product of the Year for its Signature
Range. Building on the success of the
Constable Natural Pillow Top, which was
a finalist in 2019’s Bed of the Year
category, it has developed a range of
high-quality, high-specification, handstitched mattresses that contain natural
fillings of wool, cotton, cashmere, silk
and latex. Judges felt this range had the
right look and feel to compete with
branded products, offering great value
for money and exceptional margins for
the independent retailer, coupled with

an impressive two-week lead time.
Runners-up were Sleepeezee for its
PocketGel Poise Plus and Vogue Beds for
its Vegan Mattress.
Hypnos won the Sustainability award
after demonstrating activity and
progress on all the award’s criteria:
product design, procurement, process
improvement, packaging, transport,
waste and energy, end of life, employee
and customer engagement and
corporate social responsibility. It was
a compelling narrative and shining
industry example of the need to take as
broad an approach to sustainability as
possible. Notable achievements include
10 years of carbon neutral; circularly
designed mattresses; renewable and
recyclable plastic packaging; direct
home delivery service; mattress 

BEDS AND BEDROOM

Furniture Village was a finalist in National Bed Retailer of the Year

Mattress Next Day was a finalist in Online Bed Retailer of the Year

Sleepeezee (above) and Vogue Beds (above right) were runners-up in Bed Product of the Year

recycling scheme; social enterprise
projects and a new sustainability
partnership with Plant Mark/The Eden
Project.
Finalists were Harrison Spinks,
Millbrook Beds and Silentnight Group.
Taking the Component Product of the
Year trophy was John Cotton Non-Wovens
with PlatinumEco, which is already being
used in new mattress launches. Introduced
as the ‘only’ credible performance
polyester component able to replace
foam, the judges felt that with its
environmentally sustainable design –
FR chemical-free and 100% recyclable at

end of life – PlatinumEco satisfies a
noticeable gap in the market, being the
first polyester that feels and performs
like foam, at the right price.
Its fellow finalist was Enkev.
‘The annual awards are industryrenowned for recognising the standout
companies in the bed sector. In a year of
change, we congratulate all those who
put themselves forward to be judged,
and celebrate all the brilliant finalists
and award winners,’ said David Moffitt,
NBF president.
The retailer awards were judged by
Richard de Melim, Furnishing Report

Silentnight Group was a finalist in the Sustianability Award
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editor; Andrew Kidd, Interiors Monthly
editor and Bernard Eaton, Greenwood
Retail md. The Bed Product and
Component Product of the Year were
judged by Paul Farley, Furniture News
editor; Steve Adams, Mattress Online md;
Jerry Cheshire, Surrey Beds md and Sue
Davies, Sue Davies Design Solutions
owner. The Sustainability award was
judged by David Fitzsimons, Oakdene
Hollins and European Remanufacturing
Council director; Amy Peace, Innovate UK
and Professor Martin Charter, University
for the Creative Arts.
Visit: www.bedshow.co.uk

Enkev was a finalist in the Component Product of the Year

Most companies would be horrified if you nodded off reading about their
products. We on the other hand would find it quite a compliment.
Because we understand the role that sleep plays in restoring the body and mind
- we call it ‘the science of sleep’, and it’s at the heart of everything we do.
Our new TrueGel mattress features a unique grid system which is
80% air, 100% recyclable, and gives the best night’s sleep possible.

SONLEVO.COM

VINYL
Carbontex Evora

Setting the pace

Titanium XT Obelisk

Avenue has a new textile-backed floor and updates to Titanium XT
Avenue has introduced a new textilebacked floor, Carbontex, to its 2021 vinyl
collection as well as refreshed its Titanium
XT range to bring trend-leading designs.
Carbontex is the latest Avenue vinyl
collection to benefit from Luxatex, a
textile backing that is ideal for quick
refurbishment projects and instant room
makeovers. Capable of being installed
over existing wood, laminate and ceramic
floors without glue and supremely
comfortable, Carbontex’s wood and
stone designs are a great choice for
homes looking for a fast and easy lift.
With classic wood plank looks,
herringbone and stone as well as the
classic Evora tile and Previa concrete
effect, Carbontex is packed full of stylish
designs ready to add Avenue’s famed
style. The range features Superguard
for better stain-resistance, excellent
acoustic performance for a quieter home
and added slip-resistance for a safer
surface underfoot.
Titanium XT, Avenue’s highperformance floor that’s ready for the
toughest challenge, has been refreshed.
The range’s new designs include Treviso,
a granite hexagon with a delicate gold
grout line, and Jester, a random
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geometric design in grey and gold grout.
Suitable for use with castor chairs,
making it perfect for home office set-ups
as well as busy rooms such as kitchens
and open-plan living spaces, Titanium XT
can even be used in businesses. With all

Titanium XT Treviso

the features expected of a top-end vinyl
floor – Superguard, added slip-resistance
and a 15-year domestic wear warranty –
Titanium XT makes performance
beautiful for work and living spaces.
Visit: www.avenuefloors.co.uk

Fit on top of
existing floors
Carbontex can be
installed over existing
ceramic, wood and
laminate floors.

Carbontex is the new cushion vinyl collection from Avenue
Featuring Luxatex for glue-free installation over a range of floors,
Carbontex is the fast and easy way to make homes feel more welcoming.
Contact us on info@avenuefloors.co.uk for the 2021 collection

@avenuefloors

avenuefloors.co.uk

Avenue is a brand of

VINYL

Rapport Patagonia

At the double

Quartz Pro Stromboli

Leoline has added two ranges to its offer
Leoline’s Vitality harnesses the shared
development resources of IVC Group,
bringing a new generation of premium
vinyl flooring. Using technology
developed for LVT floors, Vitality delivers
an authentic natural look not seen
before on vinyl flooring.
The floor uses an original texture
and stunning optical clarity to deliver
a range of wood and concrete effects
that provide home-owners with a
premium look and the practicality of
vinyl. Selected wood plank designs such
as Noble Oak and Cabral also feature
an enhanced V groove, cementing
Vitality’s luxury vinyl floor status.
In 14 designs, Vitality has all the
hallmarks of a floor that offers premium
looks alongside great performance.
Superguard-protected for better stainresistance and easy maintenance,
suitable for use with castor chairs and
with added slip-resistance, it’s an allround package that makes a great choice
for homes wanting the look of LVT in a
more budget-friendly floor. The range
features a 20-year wear warranty.
The Rapport range has a selection
of classic wood stone and tile effects
given a modern makeover with on-trend
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colours. With 15 options, including
the herringbone of Patagonia and the
eclectic Es Vedra encaustic tile pattern,
Rapport gives great versatility for anyone
looking for a floor that’s simple to live
with. Added slip-resistance and a 10-year
wear warranty ensure the floor provides
a surface that’s suitable for general
domestic use.
Leoline has also updated the Quartz
Pro collection, introducing new designs

Vitality Rosario Oak

to accompany its bestselling looks.
The high-performance collection is
ideal for busy family homes and
businesses alike, where its castor-chair
safe surface, Superguard protection
and added slip-resistance deliver a
first class floor finish. With a 15-year
domestic wear warranty, the new
designs ensure that Quartz Pro is ready
to continue its success.
Visit: www.leoline.co.uk

Vitality
Vitality is the new premium vinyl collection from Leoline
With original texture and stunning clarity for a true wood plank look, Vitality
is a premium vinyl floor that brings your customers a luxury vinyl floor they
want at a great price.
Contact us on info@leoline.co.uk for the 2021 collection

Making style easy since 1997
@leolineuk

WWW.LEOLINE.CO.UK

Leoline is a brand of

LVT
Karndean
Designflooring,
Art Select,
Blond Oak Parquet

Individual style

Joanne Mooney

A tired hall and living room benefitted from a change of floor
‘I have an obsession with interiors,
creativity and fashion which I love to
share via Instagram and my online
business. My website is dedicated to
creativity and I hope that I can inspire
others to express their individuality and
nurture their own personal approach to
colour,’ says Joanne Mooney, creativity
guru, Instagram influencer and Karndean
Designflooring’s latest guest blogger.
‘I believe anyone can be creative. It is
necessary for our wellbeing and takes
our minds off the pace we live at. Also,
for our children creativity is an important
way to work through emotions, make
decisions and express ideas.
‘I live in Swords, County Dublin, with
my husband, two teenage daughters
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and our Shih Tzu Rocky. We’ve lived in
this house for 17 years and the living
room and hallway were beginning to
look very tired. The hallway had worn
wood flooring and in the living room
a magnolia carpet was far past its best,
so I decided to go for a fresh new look.
‘I would describe my home as an
eclectic mix of styles. I love colour and I
believe our surroundings affect how
we feel, so I fill mine with colour and
creativity. I love coming home to my
house after a holiday. It gives me all the
feels and I’m proud that I’ve created a
home that does that.
‘I chose a dark sage green for the
panelling in the hallway and a cobalt
blue accent wall in the living room to

set off our electric yellow velvet sofa.
To complement both colour schemes
and add a sense of continuity and
balance I opted for parquet flooring in
Blond Oak from the Karndean
Designflooring Art Select range. I love
the interesting grain created by laying
the small planks in a herringbone
pattern.
‘Our local Karndean Select retailer,
Kashan Carpets in Dublin, fitted the floor
and I was so impressed with their
workmanship. They were amazing. After
taking up the old flooring and removing
the entrance tiles I did myself, they laid
a screed to ensure the floor was level.
This was fascinating to watch.
‘As soon as the floor was completely
finished and we could walk on it, I
couldn’t wait to get decorating and
personalise our new look. I love quirky
artwork and accessories. I always look
for something that’s a bit different and
enjoy making my own one-of-a-kind
accessories.
‘I love our new floor. It makes me so
happy. Having the same flooring
throughout has made the whole house
seem bigger. I thought it would be hard
to walk on but it feels just like a wooden
floor. It’s perfect for my busy household.
Whenever I walk into our living room it
makes me smile – and I think that’s just
what a home should do.’
Visit: www.karndean.com

LVT

Start right

A waterproof surface membrane
creates a barrier against excess
subfloor moisture

Subfloor preparation is vital when fitting LVT
A long-lasting, visually attractive finish
with LVT requires proper subfloor
preparation before any floorcovering
is installed.
‘The first step in any floorcovering
installation should be to check that the
subfloor – the structural foundation for
your flooring – is suitably sound, smooth
and dry. Any laitance (the crust of fine
particles formed on the surface of a
screed as it dries) and contaminants
should be mechanically removed before
proceeding with installation, or you
risk compromising the ability of subfloor
preparation products to bond effectively,’
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says Stephen Boulton, F Ball technical
service manager.
Whether the result of rising damp or
residual moisture from construction,
unmanaged subfloor moisture can attack
adhesives and floorcoverings. It is still,
by far, the leading cause of floor failure.
‘Therefore, a moisture test using a
calibrated digital hygrometer should be
conducted to determine subfloor relative
humidity (RH) levels as part of any
flooring installation. Where RH levels
are higher than 75% and resilient
floorcoverings are to be installed, a
moisture management solution will

be required,’ says Boulton.
‘The application of a liquid waterproof
surface membrane system to create a
barrier to prevent excess subfloor
moisture is recommended. Products
are available to isolate excess subfloor
moisture where RH values are up to
98% with a single application, and fully
cure in as little as three hours.
‘Once the installer is satisfied that
the subfloor is sound, smooth and
dry, or an appropriate moisture
management solution is in place, the
application of an appropriate floor
levelling compound (normally at a

LVT

Above: in almost all cases floors should
be primed Left: a levelling compound will
create a perfectly smooth and sturdy base

thickness of 2mm-3mm) will create a
uniform, smooth surface over which the
LVT can be installed.
‘In most cases it will be essential to
prime a surface beforehand. This
promotes the optimum performance
characteristics of the levelling compound
and, when used over absorbent
subfloors, such as concrete, prevents
moisture being drawn from the levelling
compound, which can cause it to dry too
quickly and result in floor failure.
‘Priming also prevents “pinholing”:
small holes in the levelling compound
that have the appearance of pinholes or
blisters, caused by the slow escape of air
from absorbent surfaces as the levelling
compound cures. Finally, fitters should

take time to ensure that they select
the optimum levelling compound for
a particular situation.’
The application of a heavy-duty
levelling compound with high
compressive strength and excellent selflevelling properties is recommended to
create the perfect base for the
installation of LVT, particularly where
floors will be subject to heavy loads or
high foot traffic.
‘When working over subfloors of
plywood or steel, the application of a
fibre-reinforced levelling compound is
advised. Such products are better able
to accommodate movements in these
kinds of subfloor caused by foot traffic
or temperature fluctuations.

‘When fitters are working to tight
timescales, fast-drying levelling
compounds are available that will be
walk-on hard from just 30 minutes
after application and ready to receive
floorcoverings in as little as 45 minutes.
‘Where an LVT installation is part
of a refurbishment and old adhesive
residues are present after the removal
of old floorcoverings, specialist levelling
compounds, such as F Ball’s Stopgap
1200 Pro, are available that can be
applied straight over adhesive residues
without the need to prime beforehand,
removing the need for mechanical
preparation. This saves valuable time
without compromising on finish.’
Visit: www.f-ball.com

Preparation is key when fitting LVT
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Loud and clear

The association organises the Bed Show

The NBF is the voice of the bed sector
Membership of the National Bed
Federation gives your company or brand
credibility and provides reassurance for
retailers, specifiers and consumers that
you do things right and make your
products responsibly.
When you join the NBF you become
part of one of the most respected trade
associations in the furnishing sector –
and the only one specifically for the UK
bed industry. It represents the industry
to government, regulators and standard
makers, both in the UK and Europe. As
a leading, impartial authority on beds
and mattresses, it is a regular source of

The NBF team
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information for press, professional, legal
and consumer enquiries. It also runs
the bedadvice.co.uk website offering
consumers unbiased, independent
advice on all things bed-related.
It offers a range of other services to
members: chief among these is the
opportunity to exhibit at the highly
successful Bed Show, which is held
annually in Telford towards the end of
September. The annual networking
Forum in the spring, to which expert
speakers are invited, is also very popular.
‘Other membership benefits include:
enhanced credibility with retailers,

contract specifiers and consumers;
an audited Code of Practice for
manufacturer members that provides
additional assurance and kudos; expert
advice on mattress recycling, climate
change, sustainability, ecodesign and
the circular economy – on which we
are taking a leading role with UK
governments; technical support to help
members understand and comply with
relevant standards and regulations,
including guidance notes, regular
training and updates.; automatic
coverage by our Primary Authority
agreement with Wakefield Trading
Standards for all trading standard issues
or queries; market intelligence reports,
economic updates, consumer surveys
and a trademark register; education,
skills and learning – all you need to know
to access the industry’s apprenticeships
schemes and available funding; and
discounts on FIRA training courses,
membership of Anti-Copying in Design
and Furniture and Home Interiors
Ombudsman membership and training
courses,’ says Simon Williams, NBF
marketing and membership manager.
Full membership is open to all UK
and Ireland-based manufacturers of
mattresses and beds (including sofabeds
and futons) and component and
machinery suppliers, wherever they are
based, with a minimum of three years’
trading history in the UK and/or the
Republic of Ireland. Associate membership
is available for new business start-ups or
those new to the UK and Irish markets.
Visit: www.bedfed.org.uk
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clear conscience.
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If you’re a manufacturer, components supplier
or retailer, find out how the NBF can help you at
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THE

AUTUMN

FURNITURE
SHOW 2021

NAEC, Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
●
●
●

2 day trade event - Central location
Global portfolio of suppliers
Complimentary lunch

Register Now!

www.theautumnfurnitureshow.co.uk

Make a date for
October!
Tuesday 5th
9am - 5pm
Wednesday 6th
9am - 4.30pm
For show details, full exhibitor listing and to register,
please visit our website: www.theautumnfurnitureshow.co.uk

Exhibitors include:

For show details, full exhibitor listing and to register,
please visit our website: www.theautumnfurnitureshow.co.uk

TRADE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Investing for success?
Technology requires ongoing commitment
‘A question: how do you view your retail
technology investments? The past 18-plus
months have seen great excitement
around ecommerce and omnichannel –
but are you really viewing the next
phases of your entire retail business as
“technology/digital first”? Are you
“investing for success”? Or are you just
blindly spending with no plan for longterm success? Let me offer a unique
perspective while you take a few minutes
away from the busy retail day,’ says Jesse
Akre, RetailSystem president.
‘As a retailer you have spent a lot of
money and time over the years making
your stores… well, stores. You have the
store itself and the associated costs
such as rent, insurance, rates and utilities.
You then have the fixture expense for
the store: the lighting, painting, flooring,
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mechanical needs, signage outside and
inside. Then you have equipment costs
for the warehouse: lifts, forklifts, racks,
tables, desks, lines on the floor, safety
stations. Then there is the stock.
‘All this, and probably more, before
you even talk about all the wonderful
people to turn on the lights and make
the magic happen each day. A store
manager, associates, designers, customer
service, warehousing, delivery teams. I'm
sure I’ve missed some. All this before the
door has even opened for a chance at a
sale. Plus, this is repeated for each store.
‘So, as you plan on your next flagship
location or next outlet, while those costs
are fresh in your mind, think about how
you “view” investment in things like your
EPOS systems and your website – all
must-have, key pieces of the

“omnichannel consumer experience.”
Your website is the biggest “influencer”
of revenue. Your EPOS is the magic
making the store(s) work correctly and,
most importantly, making the website
an integrated part of your retail
technology ecosystem. But as a retailer
do you continue to view any retail
technology as just another line-item cost
on an existing P&L – or are you truly
setting it up for success?
‘Investment in proper retail
technologies takes ongoing commitment,
often an uncomfortable truth, but to
stand a chance you must invest. In that
respect it's no different to the physical
stores of the past. Hopefully you are –
because your competitors are thinking
about this as well.’
Visit: www.retailsystem.com

Smart software for furniture retailers

Tried, tested
and trusted by over
1000 retailers. Now
in 10 Countries!

An EPOS solution that is
optimised for furniture and
bed retailers

Manage and control all aspects of your furniture and
bed retail business. Put the power of the award-winning
RetailSystem EPOS to work, at a price that works for you.

Specific tools and features that will
help you to grow your business.
• Cloud-based EPOS

No painful software installs and updating.

• Real-Time Activities

Run your day knowing it all is
happening in real-time.

• Adding items made easy

Add items “on the fly” with Adaptive Selling.

• Any device. Anywhere. Anytime.

Desktop. Laptop. iPad, Tablet, Phone.
Never worry about needing the right device
to access RetailSystem.

www.retailsystem.com/uk/

info@retailsystem.com
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Act now

Shoppers outside Liberty Furnishings, Newtown

Holding a promotional sale when business is good will deliver results
‘When is the best time to invest in a
marketing campaign? Is it when the
market is slow? Or, should you invest
in a sales push when the market is
naturally active? ‘After 1,000 Greenwood
sales, I can guarantee that the busier
the market is, the better the return on
your marketing investment will be,’ says
Bernard Eaton, Greenwood Retail md.
‘It may seem counter-intuitive to
plough money into a sales campaign
when you know you’d be fairly busy
anyway – in January, for example – but
as our winter sale clients know, you
want to see how extraordinarily well

a professionally planned sales event
goes during that special once-a-year
trading period. Our clients regularly
generate sales worth double or even
treble their usual January sales takings.’
Because Greenwood’s marketing plans
generate high footfall within stores, the
Covid-19 safety measures presented
something of a challenge to its day-today operations. During the first
lockdown, Greenwood redesigned its
marketing model, especially around the
busy launch phase, to create and
maintain a steady flow of customers over
several launch days, rather than having

Crowds queue outside Sturtons & Tappers’ Wimborne store
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…and round the block

huge crowds appear all at once. And it
worked. It worked so well that its first
post-lockdown sale in July 2020 took
150% of the original (pre-Covid) sales
projection.
‘These astonishing results are still
being recorded right now and so we are
taking these developments to our
marketing model forward as the Covid
issue diminishes. With the now familiar
safety precautions in place, customers
are very happy and comfortable coming
into stores and spending again – and
spending more too,’ he says.
Visit: www.greenwoodretail.com

WINNER - THREE YEARS RUNNING!
Best Mattress Protection Provider 2021

OUTSTANDING
IN OUR FIELD

LEADING THE WAY WITH INNOVATION IN BED HYGIENE
Create the most hygienic and restorative sleeping environment possible

BREATHABLE

WATERPROOF

ALLERGEN
PROTECTION

DUST MITE
PROTECTION

WASHABLE

MOISTURE
CONTROL

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

Mattress & Pillow Protectors | Bed Hygiene Care Kits

mattressgard.co.uk
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Make it work

The right technology can save time, effort and frustration

‘Those of you who were teenagers in
the late 1970s and early 1980s will
remember using cassette tapes to
record the pop charts on Radio1 on a
Sunday evening. And chances are you
and your mates were also using
videotape to record episodes of your
favourite TV shows. Well, imagine for a
moment you’re that teenager again,’ says
Wayne Robbins, Icongraphy director.
‘You’ve recorded the chart rundown
every Sunday night for three years.
You’ve diligently noted each track on
the little card inside that week’s cassette
box and you’ve put the date on the side
and added it to your growing collection.
One evening a friend comes round, eyes
your neatly labelled shelf hungrily and
asks you to play a specific track from
18 months ago, a minor hit that came in
and out of the charts without masses of
airplay – something like “The Story of the
Blues” by The Mighty Wah!, for example.
‘The pressure is on. Their parents are
picking them up in 15 minutes. How
confident are you of being able to put
your hands on the right tape? And even
then, will you be able to find the track in
time to listen to it before they leave?
‘This task would’ve posed serious
challenges back then, especially if your
younger sibling had borrowed, mixed
up or moved your tapes…
‘Fast-forward to 2021. You meet up
with your old friend and at some point
get to reminiscing about The Mighty

Wah! How long does it take you to find
that same song on Spotify or YouTube
using your smartphone, laptop or smart
TV? Under a minute, probably. No drama.
‘I’m simply trying to convey the
benefits of technology in a way we can
all relate to. The serious point here is that
in many spheres of life – banking, trains,
taxis, takeaways, holidays – old
technology and methods have been
eclipsed by web-based software.
‘This progress is equally evident in
EPOS and other retail management
situations. The benefits that retailers can
expect to derive from smart, intuitive
and unified commerce software are very
real, very tangible.
‘Iconography is working with more
than 45 furniture and homeware
retailers, providing ecommerce websites
that often integrate with legacy retail
management and EPOS software. We
know from experience that old software
imposes additional costs and operational
inefficiencies on retailers in many ways,
holding them back as they strive to
make progress and evolve their business
to be relevant to modern consumers.
‘One clear example is the hassle of
product catalogue creation, set-up and
maintenance for an ecommerce website
using legacy retail management software.
Old software, often conceived of and
developed before ecommerce was a real
thing, requires duplication of effort to
turn the basic EPOS and back office

Iconography works with more than 45 furniture and homeware retailers
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product data that it was designed to
handle into a viable web product – with
images, options, swatches, description,
dimensions, lead times and a web
category. This additional effort is a waste
of time, only necessary because you’re
running old software.
‘If your team are having to create
web collections and assign a web
hierarchy, or are struggling to format
product descriptions with bold text,
bullet points etc, using your old software
to get a product ready for use on the
web – you’ve got issues, frustrations ,
errors and additional costs. If you’re
relying on integrations to get web orders
back into your old retail software for
order processing, you’ve probably
experienced customers annoyed about
inaccurate stock levels or lead times: a
common theme caused by discrepancies
between what the website shows
customers and the information held on
legacy software.
‘With a unified commerce platform
these issues simply don’t arise. A product
is created once and works online and for
the EPOS. It’s really efficient, giving back
many workhours to spend on other
essential tasks. A single lead time and
stock figures exists in real time across the
business – you can sell with confidence
online and in-store – providing a better
customer experience.
‘A unified commerce platform is built
on a single database. (There is no need
for integration between the ecommerce
site and the retail system.) A single
database powers ecommerce, EPOS,
product catalogue creation and
maintenance, purchase ordering,
warehouse and stock, order processing
and customer relationship management.
The implications of this are worth
reflecting on.
‘The benefits to retailers of a unified
approach to retailing are many. A small
team will achieve more with software
that works for them; there will be fewer
mistakes; less delay; no integration
hassles; fewer disappointed customers;
and reduced support and licensing
costs,’ says Robbins.
Visit: www.iconography.co.uk/furniture

by

L.T.S.
Lancashire Testing Services Ltd

A helping hand in testing times...
“UKAS accredited testing laboratory specialising in flammability
testing. LTS Ltd follows a business philosophy that is the soul of our
company. It incorporates our mission and vision, high professional
business ethics and values.”

• Flammability Testing
• Domestic Upholstery
• Contract Upholstery
• Domestic Mattresses
• Contract Mattresses
• Headboard Fabrics
• Curtains
• Bedding
• Protective Clothing

• Physical Testing
• Tensile Strength
• Tear Strength
• Seam Slippage
• Abrasion
• Pilling
• Colour Fastness
• Training Courses
• Regulatory Advice

Units 26/27 | Lyon Road Industrial Estate Kearsley | BL4 8NB
Tel: 01204 792858 | Email: enquiries@ltslab.co.uk
www.ltslab.co.uk

F Edmondson & Sons – European Furniture Transport
Specialising in the collection, distribution and delivery of high-quality furniture throughout the
UK and Europe for manufacturers, retailers and private clients.
F Edmondson & Sons is a family-owned company with a proud heritage spanning six decades.
We offer nationwide delivery service, bookings for all deliveries, home and trade deliveries, full
and part loads, receiving containers and re-delivery of goods.

For further information and to discuss your requirements
please call +44 (0)1524 382211
Or email sedmondson@edmondsonfreight.co.uk
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Feature Head size/colour to suit
Standfirst style standfirst Most retailers agree
that staff company name and development
is critical to business success

Out in force

The renamed show
welcomed eager visitors

Visitors returned to Cranmore Park
AIS members, the general trade and
industry suppliers turned out in force
to support September’s INDX Furniture
exhibition (formerly the AIS Furniture
Show).
The teams responsible for planning
the show worked hard to ensure the
well-being of all its visitors and
exhibitors and, despite the challenges
of holding a live event whilst adhering
to Covid-19 guidelines, the show
successfully delivered an exciting
selection of market-leading exhibitors,
and a friendly, professional environment
conducive to placing orders.
The two-day event was backed by
over 30 suppliers and was well attended
by AIS members and retailers from

across the UK, with everyone keen to
get back to business as usual.
‘INDX Furniture continues to be a
vital part of our selection process. All
our biggest trading partners are
gathered under one roof and there is
a huge advantage in quick comparisons
of bestsellers. Our time is very well spent
at an AIS show where the initial selection
and negotiating has already been
carried out for us,’ says Paul Glasswell,
Glasswells director.
‘Well done and thank you to the
whole team for making suppliers and
customers feel welcome and safe. We
had an enjoyable and productive show:
it seems an age since we’ve been able
to meet and do business in this way,’

says Mark Flint, HTL UK director.
‘The entire AIS team was delighted
to be able to host a physical show,
welcoming back members and suppliers
after a long absence. The show once
again proved to be well received and
successful, with a wide range of suppliers
and visitors who were appreciative of
our efforts to stage a meaningful
event in what continues to be a very
challenging period. We thank all the
visitors and exhibitors for their continued
support and look forward to welcoming
you back in January 2022,’ says Julian
Cox, AIS director of furniture & home.
INDX Furniture will return to Cranmore
Park from 24-25 January 2022.
Visit: www.indxshows.co.uk
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Above left and right: Sofa in
a Box Model 1 Chesterfield

Solutions

Design Project looks to overcome problems, such as difficult deliveries
Gallery Direct’s stand at the front of the
Summerhouse at Autumn Fair caught
the eye of visitors entering the hall.
Showcasing its AW21 collection, the
company secured record orders.
‘We were delighted with our success
at Autumn Fair and with all the positive
feedback we received. This was due to
a combination of the range of products,
as well as our commitment to our
customers. We hold high levels of stock
in our extensive UK warehouses, ready
for quick delivery, with hundreds more
containers arriving to ensure we can
continue to supply customers promptly,’
says James Hudson, Gallery Direct
commercial director.
‘Many visitors were extremely
complimentary about the stand, loving
the cohesive looks and wide range of
exciting and innovative new products.
They also loved our no minimum order
and low carriage paid policies, which
are designed to help customers.’
The stand-out launch was Sofa in a
Box, the debut collection in Gallery’s
new Design Project series. Each project
will look at an everyday problem and
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develop products that help overcome it.
Sofa in a Box is designed to solve the
issue of tricky and problematic delivery,
where there are narrow doorways, tight
corners and awkward staircases.
The range of sofas, armchairs and
a sofa bed features six models, to suit
different interiors. They combine
exclusive designs with premium
materials and a practical solution for
easy delivery to any room in any home.
Each model is available in a choice of
fabrics, offering 65 options in total.
Following the success of the Kyoto
range, two more furniture collections
were launched at the show, Fuji and
Okayama, to offer more choice for those
who want a Japandi look. Fuji pairs
natural oak with a mid-grey painted
finish, with routing to create a relief
design adding interest to the doors of
the units. Okayama is crafted from solid
oak and oak veneers, with great attention
to detail given to the designs across the
range to create stunning pieces.
The Mustique collection was extended
with the addition of eight new lines,
including occasional tables, a round

dining table and practical storage pieces,
as well as a mirror. An extensive range
of soft furnishings and accessories,
including Christmas products, along with
a small taster of Gallery’s new outdoor
furniture collection, completed the stand.
Visit: www.gallerydirect.co.uk
Fuji

REVIEW

Home again

Visitors were able to return to Villa Erba

Proposte returned after two cancelled editions
Fabric exhibition Proposte attracted
more than 2,700 visitors as it returned
after two cancelled editions.
The Lake Como event saw more than
1,600 international visitors.
‘We are highly satisfied with the results
obtained. At the stands you could
tangibly feel the enthusiasm and the
desire to do business in person. Everyone
was doing what had been most missed
these last months: touching fabrics and
looking into each other’s eyes,’ says
Piercarlo Viganò, Proposte president.
‘I agree with the exhibitors in saying
that this edition has attracted to Villa

Erba high-quality clients. Belgium,
France, Germany and Spain were the
countries most represented, with
consistent participation from Great
Britain and the United States as well.’
‘Once again I would like to thank our
exhibitors, who believed in the success
of this edition of Proposte,’ says Massimo
Mosiello, Proposte general manager.
‘Most of all, I wish to thank our staff
for giving us precious organisational
support like never before.’
Next year’s event is scheduled to return
to its traditional April slot, on 5-6 April.
Visit: www.propostefair.it

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Velveteer certainly helped Abingdon Flooring’s stand look dazzling, and
its rich and indulgent colour palette marked it out as one to watch. The
luxury velvet was previewed in a range of tones including mustard and
a classic British Racing Green, underlining that bold colour is making a big
comeback. Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk

ACG is dedicated to supporting members achieve increased profit without
risk or interference. Membership of the buying group offers a wide range
of in-house displays, preferential buying prices complemented with more
than 21 rebate schemes. Unlike other organisations, these are all paid
directly from suppliers to members. Visit: www.acgcarpets.com

A new energy

There was a buzz in the air at The Flooring Show
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Coming out of lockdown, Adam Carpets recruited two full-time sales
representatives. It is looking to launch 10 new colours in the Worcester Twist
range in the autumn, so it showed 18 shades to let customers choose their
favourites. It also sought customer feedback on a selection of prospective
designs and colours. Visit: www.adamcarpets.com

Associated Weavers had its largest ever The Flooring Show stand, and the
largest at this year’s show, as it introduced the Gaia brand to the UK; debuted
its Commercial Flooring division covering LVT, carpet and carpet tiles;
demonstrated new Invictus display stands and updated its iSense, Sedna,
Vivendi, Invictus and StainAway ranges. Visit: www.carpetyourlife.co.uk

Royal Warrant holder Axminster Carpets has been a byword for quality
and craftsmanship for more than 250 years. It offers unrivalled quality in
sustainably sourced 100% wool and wool-rich flooring. Its woven-to-order
Axminster carpets are woven by its highly skilled team in Axminster, Devon.
Visit: www.axminster-carpets.co.uk

BerryAlloc showed how it is delivering retailers a superb range of options
across laminate, wood, LVT and High Pressure Floors, all backed up with POS
that’s made to turn heads. The stand also saw hands-on demonstrations of
the DreamClick system that gives more flexible and faster installations.
Visit: www.berryalloc.com
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Carpet Recycling UK hailed The Flooring Show as a great success, seeing
more retailers than it had expected, with a broad mix of those keen to join,
those who wanted to learn more before deciding and those who had not
known about CRUK before. Visit: www.carpetrecyclinguk.com

As a second-generation British family-owned business, Cavalier Carpets’
commitment to quality, product knowledge and building lasting relationships
remains key. It showed visitors its new branding, shortly to be rolled out to
stockists. Visit: www.cavaliercarpets.co.uk

Computers for Flooring highlighted its Carman Enterprise software for
retailers with multi-site stores, storage and dispatch networks. It features
a Carman cutting table manager, distribution manager with cloud support
and a warehouse management app. Visit: www.computersforflooring.com

Coretec’s Essentials collection has been updated to 62 skus available in
multiple sizes, with tiles, wood and planks all in click format. Herringbone is
also available, which is becoming very popular in the UK. Also on show was the
new Stair is Born, with five colours for the UK market and the option to have it
with a light fitted on each step. Visit: www.coretecfloors.com

Cormar Carpet Company introduced Primo Tweeds in 14 colours as well as
new display stands with updated POS images and information. Maxi and mini
lecterns of the same height but different widths were debuted.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

Curtain Express was launched in 1998 and is now part of RB Furnishings,
a curtain maker and soft furnishings retailer in St Helens, Merseyside. It is
firmly committed to UK manufacturing and proud that all its made-to-order
curtains and blinds are made at its 54,000sqft premises in St Helens, where
it employs more than 60 staff. Visit: www.curtainexpress.co.uk
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F Ball promoted the Stopgap Micro Rapid quick-setting finishing compound
and the F58 Plus fast-drying LVT adhesive. Alongside product demonstrations,
visitors were able to learn more about its Centre of Excellence and plans for
an apprentice scheme. Visit: www.f-ball.com

Furlong Flooring attracted visitors with its one-stop approach across carpet,
wood, vinyl, laminate and LVT. This has seen brands such as Regency Carpets,
Design Elements and Natural Solutions rebranded as Furlong Flooring.
Visit: www.furlongflooring.com

Hathaway Flooring kicked off its first-ever The Flooring Show in style,
showcasing a range of great-value flooring options, as well as the marketleading Floorwise accessories portfolio. Including the Effect laminate range,
as well as exclusive LVT and carpet collections, it underlined its position as the
north-west of England’s leading distributor. Visit: www.hathawayflooring.com

Hugh Mackay showed its recoloured flagship Durham Twist range, with
10 new shades. The 48-colour range is available in 40oz and 50oz weights.
Also on show was the award-winning Durham Tweed, which will be
launched early next year. Visit: www.hughmackay.co.uk

renu was the centre of attraction on the Interfloor stand, with visitors
keen to find out more about the company’s most sustainable underlay,
made from 98% recycled materials so keeping them out of landfill.
Visit: www.interfloor.com

Kellars introduced 12 carpet collections across Amphora and Centicus
alongside display options in vinyl, carpet and LVT. As the stands are all the
same size they can be used across product categories. The Forma branded
laminate collection has a new POS A2 folder with samples and lifestyle
images. Visit: www.kellars.co.uk

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Lano previewed updated colours in Essenz, Fairfield Creations and Startwist
ahead of a January launch. Enso artificial grass uses the same polymer in the
backing, with no need for separation when recycling. Extra colours to A Touch
of Luxury were previewed ahead of a Q1 2022 debut. Visit: www.lano.com

Lifestyle Floors previewed a series of POS units including a three-tier
laminate display unit and a mini LVT play table with two sizes of sample
strips to allow shoppers to create their own designs. The Chapter carpet
collection was recoloured. Visit: www.lifestyle-floors.co.uk

Likewise enjoyed a fantastic 2021 The Flooring Show at Harrogate. It was
delighted to see so many visitors to its stand and received great reactions
to all of its new products. The group would like to thank all customers and
suppliers for their continued support and the hard work and endeavours
of the staff to make it happen. Tel: 01527 314 000

Manx Tomkinson launched Seasonal Views, the first carpet range to utilise
the Wool Britannia yarn, developed by Headlam and British Wool. The wool
twist is treated with Ecolan, a non-insecticide product to make it mothresistant. Seasonal Views has 16 colours and comes in 4m and 5m widths.
Visit: www.manxtomkinson.co.uk

Masterpiece Systems continues to integrate its software with many of the
country’s largest flooring retailers. It has expanded its LVT estimating; improved
the flexibility of measuring, pile and seam directions and home estimates, and
terms and conditions are displayed. The software is increasingly being used for
virtual appointments. Visit: www.masterpiece-system.com

Metro told retailers of the impact its combined buying power of about
£50m can have on securing better terms with suppliers and highlighted the
bespoke marketing services it can offer members. New members are eligible
for £600 of marketing support for free during their first year of membership.
Visit: www.carpet1st.co.uk
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Penthouse Carpets revamped Wentworth introducing seven new shades
including blue and pink to the 18-colour collection. It comes in 40oz and
50oz weights and 4m and 5m widths.
Visit: www.penthousecarpets.co.uk

Q Floors, the new brand from Hugh Mackay, will feature all of the company’s
man-made ranges along with a new LVT offer. The collection was offered on
various new display stands with fresh and vibrant marketing.
Tel: 01429 892 555

SMG launched its Pure brand into carpet tiles; updated the look of its POS
information and the sales table, and simplified its display units: all samples
are 18in x 18in across all products. Visit: www.smg-group.co.uk

Award-winning Stroolmount showed its collection of flooring and furniture
protection products, including Furniglides, Quickclick Glides, Move-it Pads and
5mm felt pads. Since its foundation in 2007 it has stuck to a simple formula:
100% commitment to supplying the best products and accessories and giving
the same level of service as if you were family. Visit: www.stroolmount.co.uk

Visitors to the Ulster Carpets stand enjoyed an exclusive look at the latest
additions to the Beaumont and Glenmoy ranges. They also learned more
about the extended guarantee for customers installing an Ulster Axminster
or Wilton carpet with Axfelt underlay, as well as the forthcoming additions
to Open Spaces. Visit: www.ulstercarpets.com

Victoria Carpets and Design Floors used the exhibition to preview a host
of updates and new products across wool and man-made carpets and LVT.
‘It’s been so great to see peoples’ reactions to everything we have all been
working hard on for the past 18 months,’ says James Caldwell, Victoria
Carpets and Design Floors sales director. Visit: www.myvictoria.co.uk
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Be bold

Aristocat Mercury

Abingdon Flooring brought colour back to The Flooring Show

70

After the highly successful launch of
its StainFree Wilton patterned carpet
collection earlier this year, Abingdon
Flooring came to Harrogate with more
styles ready to delight homeowners.
The show saw the preview of
Velveteer, a carpet with the company’s
widest colour bank yet. With a bold
palette including mustard, royal blue,
British racing green, purple and red, the
carpet comes in a silk finish with a deep
velvet pile. Proving hugely popular
throughout the show, Velveteer already
looks to have the markings of a highly
successful launch for the manufacturer.

Following on from StainFree
Sophisticat, StainFree Aristocat was
shown. This heavier weight style uses
the same yarn for a soft feel without any
trade-off in everyday practicality. A range
of heathered colourways complement
Sophisticat’s plain tones for a carpet
that can be used as a harder wearing
alternative in living rooms, hallways and
on stairs.
The stand featured the StainFree
Wilton collection that has seen some
3,000 lecterns enter the marketplace
since its launch. Divided between florals,
tartans, checks and hessian effects, the

StainFree Indulgence Cappuccino

StainFree Wilton Sandringham Peacock
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collection uses a palette of elegant blues,
greys and naturals perfectly in balance
with today’s schemes. Made from highquality polypropylene yarn, StainFree
Wilton is an exciting and affordable entry
point into patterned carpet.
Along with previews on forthcoming
roll length introductions, retailers were
also able to find out how Abingdon
Flooring has been investing in the future
over the course of the past two years,
including £6m on a state-of-the-art
backing line and the upgrade or
replacement of 1/8th and 1/10th gauge
tufting machines. These developments
ensure that production efficiency is
maximised, helping Abingdon Flooring
to deliver even better value carpets.
With its online account management
platform nearing completion, Abingdon
Flooring was also demonstrating My
Trade Portal, featuring real-time stock
updates and order processing, allowing
retailers to stay closely connected to
their account and provide customers
with the high level of service expected
from independent retailers, be it a
Monday morning or a Sunday afternoon.
Visit: www.abingdonflooring.co.uk

The ultimate
underlay collection
With solutions for carpet, wood, laminate and LVT,
the floorwise
wise underlay collection delivers comfort,
longevity, quality and value with every step.

•

PU foam, crumb rubber, sponge rubber, felt & combination carpet underlays

•

Acoustic wood, laminate & LVT underlays in rubber, PE foam & fibreboard

•

Underlays for underfloor heating

•

Commercial rated underlays for double-stick and stretch-fit

•

Plywood,, hardboard & paper felt underlayments

•

Solutions for every floorcovering installation

Stay in touch
@floorwisehq

Get the new underlay brochure at
distributors across the UK & Ireland.
Visit www.floorwise.co.uk/distribution
or contact us by phone
+44 (0)1509 673974
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Full flow

Clockwise from top: iSense Subtlety,
Invictus Aurelius and Gaia Tigris

Associated Weavers updated its brands and introduced a new one
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Sedna Oshun

Associated Weavers used the show to
introduce the Gaia brand to the UK. The
brand’s four ranges use two-ply polyester
yarn with an ECO FusionBac backing
made from recycled PET bottles.
Indus, Dorado, Tigris and Ganges
each have their own colour palette of
14 shades and all have 20-year stain and
wear warranties, are bleach-cleanable
and come in 4m and 5m widths.
The solution-dyed nylon Vivendi now
has four ranges: Soul, Vibes, Karma and
Vitality, each with a choice of 14 colours.
Vivendi has a 25-year stain and wear
warranty, FusionBac backing, is bleachcleanable and in 4m and 5m widths.
The three Sedna ranges: Yara, Varuna
and Oshun use ECONYL regenerated
nylon made from old carpets and
recycled fishing nets, safeguarding the
sea creatures that would otherwise

become trapped in them. Abandoned
fishing nets make up at least 10% of
marine litter and trap and kill around
100,000 animals a year.
Yara is available in 12 colours, Varuna
in 14 and Oshun 12. All have a 20-year
wear warranty, ECO FusionBac backing
and come in 4m and 5m widths.
iSense now has seven ranges:
Splendour in 14 colours, Serenity in 14,
Subtlety in 14, Suspense in 13, Obsession
in 14, Surprise in 12 and Hermes in eight.
All of these super-soft carpets have a
20-year wear warranty, FusionBac
backing and come in 4m and 5m widths.
Invictus now has 10 ranges: Aurelius
in 12 shades, Cassius in 16, Centurion
in 14, Darius in 16, Magnificus in 14,
Orion in 16, Septimus in 15, Severus in
15, Sirius in 16 and Tiberius in 12.
All come with 20-year wear and stain

warranties, are backed with FusionBac,
are bleach-cleanable and available in
3m, 4m and 5m widths.
Visit: www.carpetyourlife.co.uk
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Kelly Stanway and John Matthew

New strength

Maximus Bergamo Cloud

Invictus’ updates attracted retailers
The Invictus LVT brand saw updates to
its three ranges: Primus, Maximus and
Maximus Click. There are now 68 designs
across the trio. Visitors were also able

Primus Royal Oak
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to see the latest display stands, suitable
for various spaces, and how the lighted
stand makes a difference. Retailers from
East Anglia and south-west Wales and

south-west England were also able to
meet Kelly Stanway and John Matthew as
the new respective area sales managers.
Visit: www.invictus.co.uk

Visitors were able to see the latest display options

REVIEW

New direction

Maximus LVT New England Oak

Associated Weavers debuted its UK commercial offer
Associated Weavers debuted AW
Commercial Flooring at the show, with
an offer of carpet, carpet tiles and LVT.
The centrepiece of the display was
the samples trolley (right), which
features a storage space for a tablet.
As each sample has a QR code the
sales representative can simply scan
the sample to deliver full product
information to the potential client,

Medusa carpet tiles

removing the need for bulky brochures
or catalogues.
The offer has 27 LVT designs across
the Maximus Click and Maximus ranges.
There are 10 carpet products, in up to
17 colours, seven of which are available
in 4m and 5m widths.
There is a choice of six carpet tiles, in
up to 14 colours, all 50cm x 50cm.
Visit: www.aw-commercialflooring.co.uk

The trolley

Maxima carpet
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Pure Authentic Oak

Tour de force

Les Essentiel Ambre Oak

BerryAlloc had plenty of innovation on show
With the Ocean+ water-resistant
laminate collection, patented Rigid
Composite Board (RCB) vinyl floors with
DreamClick, the world’s strongest floor
in Grand Majestic and the Ultimtec
advanced hybrid finish for wood floors,
BerryAlloc’s stand was a magnet for
visitors at The Flooring Show.
Up to 30% lighter than other vinyl
click floors, BerryAlloc’s RCB construction,

Ocean+ Bloom Natural
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which features on the brand’s Pure and
Style collections, has a patented foamed
core structure that’s both strong and
light. The rigidity enables Pure and Style
to be fitted over almost all subfloors
with little or no preparation.
The four-sided DreamClick mechanism
is identical on each side of the plank for
installation in any direction and any
combination. So, whether standard
plank, herringbone or a unique pattern
that combines wood and stone, thanks
to being able to fit two sides at the same
time, DreamClick is always faster and
easier to install.
BerryAlloc’s water-resistant laminate
technology, Hydro+, was introduced
back in 2008, making it the original
pioneer in 100% water-resistant laminate
floors. Yet with the latest Ocean+
collection on display at the show, the
technology is still finding new fans.
A hydrophobic coating, Hydro+ repels
water from joints and is combined with
airtight locking systems for complete
water-resistance. Ocean+ is made in
four different specifications to ensure
that it can be enjoyed in all size rooms.
Visitors to the show also had the
opportunity to see BerryAlloc’s biggest

ever flooring. At 30cm wide x 2.4m
long, Grand Majestic’s super-wide and
extra-long planks are a tour de force in
flooring innovation, made possible by
the strength of High Pressure Floors
(HPF). Not only the world’s strongest
floor, the water-resistant and extremely
durable surface makes HPF ideal for the
busiest of family homes. Scratch and
impact resistant, this is a floor that
stays looking good no matter what life
throws at it.
Ultimtec is an aluminium oxide and
UV acrylic wood finish that brings the
performance of a lacquer with the
look of an oiled floor. The hybrid finish
creates a surface with exceptional
resistance to wear and scratching and
can be found on BerryAlloc’s Les
Essentiels and Les Exclusifs parquet
collections.
Both wood floors are constructed
with an HDF core and Loc X-Treme
profile for stability and fast installation.
Paired with 2.5mm (Les Essentiels) or
3.3mm (Les Exclusifs) real wood veneers
and finished with Ultimtec, this hightech parquet structure delivers a wood
floor that’s ideal for today’s homes.
Visit: www.berryalloc.com
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Alizee

Problem solved

Classis has successfully tackled an issue that plagues many gardens
One of the problems of artificial grass
is how to make it pet-proof. Artificial
grass was Classis’ star of the show, with
pet-proof (water-permeable) and
recyclable products.
New water-permeable products have
special backings to allow any liquid to
pass straight through.

The new Alizee artificial grass has a
recyclable backing making the whole
product fully recyclable. It also has a
UV-resistant cloth.
Various popular Classis products use
Dow’s Ecoground technology for wet
strength and strong turf binding. They
also have anti-UV, heat and cooling

resistances and high durability. The use
of Ecoground means indoor versions are
also available thanks to its low odour.
Classis also debuted polyester and
polypropylene tufted and Wilton carpets
during the show, with visitors responding
positively to the introductions.
Visit: www.classiscarpets.com

Infinity grass on show

Classis exhibited at the Majestic Hotel

Carpets were debuted
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More

Primo Tweeds is the latest member of the Easy Clean collection

Cormar Carpet Company expanded its Easy Clean collection
Award-winning British carpet manufacturer
Cormar Carpet Company added to its
Easy Clean collection with Primo Tweeds.
The bleach-cleanable carpet in a
contemporary stippled design is tufted
on 1/10th-gauge machinery and is
made from the same 100% Excellon
polypropylene as the company’s other
Easy Clean ranges. It has a 10-year stain
and wear warranty, providing peace of
mind for consumers.
Available in 4m and 5m widths, the
contemporary design is available in a
colourbank of 14 shades, from vibrant
reds to dappled neutral tones.
‘Our Easy Clean collection continues
to grow in popularity as a reliable and
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hardwearing choice for family homes
as well as general contract locations.
It follows that we are excited to expand
the collection this autumn to offer
even more choice for durable, lowmaintenance carpets at great value with
this striking new design,’ says David
Cormack, Cormar Carpet Company
marketing director.
As well as providing a new
contemporary look to the Primo
family, Primo Tweeds will be displayed
on the company’s new-look POS,
featuring an eye-catching design and
communicating the range’s key benefits
to the consumer.
Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

REVIEW

SHOW GUIDE
renu is Interfloor’s
most sustainable underlay

renu-able

renu was the star of Interfloor’s presence
Interfloor’s renu took centre stage on
its stand, with the underlay meeting the
concerns of our modern world in reducing
waste and being environmentally
sustainable.
It is made by bringing together raw
materials that have been saved from
going to landfill with others that have
a positive effect on the environment.
It is a sustainable, recycled carpet
underlay within the Tredaire range of
luxury underlays for the home and is
without doubt the most sustainable
underlay in Interfloor’s history.
‘Combining the established features
of what our brands are known for –
luxury and comfort – it’s a product that
fully lives up to our usual functional
and high quality standard and delivers
that great underfoot comfort and

insulation that Tredaire underlays are
famous for,’ says Laura Ashall, Interfloor
marketing director.
‘We have used post-consumer waste,
car tyres and plastic bottles in the
manufacture of our underlay for many
years. But with renu we have gone even
further, responding to the aspiration for
a fully sustainable product. It’s made
from 98% recycled materials, using
ethically sourced and genuinely recycled
materials, which means keeping waste
from going to landfill, and is itself
100% recyclable.
‘The main body of the underlay is
made of foam reclaimed from recycled
soft furnishings. This foam is then mixed
with a binding agent and subjected
to high temperature steam under high
pressure. The backing is made from

Above: The company
introduced its new brochure
Top: Gripperrods now use
FSC timber

100% recycled and unbleached paper
and we use vegetable-based inks for
printing. The facing film is made from
an ethically produced, carbon-negative
bio-based film made from sugar cane.
The sugar cane actively captures CO2
from the atmosphere, at the same time
releasing oxygen – making this material
not just green, but proactively green.’
A second green message was that the
company’s Gripperrods carpet grippers
now use FSC certified timber.
It also upgraded a quartet of Tredaire
underlays with twin scrim. Zest is now
10mm, 2.6tog, 39dB noise reduction and
100kg per cum; Jazz is 9mm, 2.4tog, 39dB
and 145kg per cum; Citra is 11mm, 2.9tog,
43dB and 145kg per cum and Brio is
8mm, 2.2tog, 32dB and 100kg per cum.
Visit: www.interfloor.com
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Floors by Lewis Abbot

HardCORE rigid flooring

Choice
Likewise drew
the visitors

Likewise attracted visitors with its
wide product selection and a plethora
of product introductions.
Floors by Lewis Abbot introduced
a new POS unit for its new 100% wool
collection of 12 designs in 4m and 5m
widths, with about 90 options across
the range.
The Holland Park LVT collection has
nine designs in a choice of herringbone
or classical plank.
HardCORE is a waterproof, rigid
collection in plank or herringbone.
Likewise Floors showed a new
felt-backed vinyl range, while A&A
highlighted its carpets.
Likewise Matting enjoyed success
with its rugged outdoor mats, machinewashable mats and coir mats.
Tel: 01527 314 000
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Go-to choice

Victoria previewed a host of developments
‘Harrogate certainly didn’t disappoint
this year. It was so good to get back in
front of people and see what they made
of the new-look Victoria. We were
delighted by our customers’ reactions –
not only to the new-style graphics but
also to the fantastic new products we
presented at the show. It’s been so great
to see people’s reactions to everything
we have all been working hard on for
the past 18 months,’ says James Caldwell,
Victoria Carpets and Design Floors
sales director.
‘First to hit the market will be New
Tudor Twist. Already well-established
as one of the UK’s most loved twist
products, we have updated the colour
bank of 36 colours to incorporate
swathes of neutrals, golds and bronzes

and delicate pastels reflective of the
current interior trends. Available in two
new weights: Classic and Regal, this is a
go-to product for homeowners looking
for a wool-blend carpet.
‘Habberley is our other naturals
collection that has not only had a colour
refresh with 12 elegant tones, but has
also seen two new designs: a ridge and
herringbone join the classic Habberley
loop design. A rich wool blend including
Tencel makes these carpets both design
and colour driven.
‘Moving on to our man-made EasiCare
ranges, Aura has also undergone a
makeover. This refreshed range boasts
16 shades in line with 2022 Pantone
colour predictions. Incorporating a child
blowing bubbles in the range graphics,

the product names boast titles such as
Blackcurrant Squash (a deep, rich plum
shade) and Bath Time (sumptuous cobalt).
‘New for 2022 will be Ultimate
Expressions. Joining the bestselling First
and Ultimate Impression suite, this is a
collection of 20 slightly heathered tones
in a two-ply, 1/10th gauge construction.
This range will sit with its sister products
in the wall units where you can
experience the three ranges side by side.
‘The final sneak peek for 2022 was
Luxuria Stratosphere. Launching in Q2,
this is an incredible collection made from
a six-ply yarn that creates a substantial
100oz finished product. Coming with
a lifetime wear warranty the range
comprises 14 shades created from
tri-coloured yarn. The result is a subtle
spectrum of colours that come together
to form outstanding heathered tones
reminiscent of the night sky.
‘The refreshed LVT offer was also
on display at the show and the new
easy-to-read labels, colour coding and
product categorisation were embraced
by the audience. The new Universal 55
herringbone, available as both a dryback
(stick) and click product, was also loved
by everyone who saw it.’
Visit: www.myvictoria.co.uk
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Diabla’s Lilly is a tribute to designer and Bauhaus professor Lilly Reich

GAN brought its Diamond outdoor rug inside with a hand-tufted wool version

Return to home

Salone took on a new form and Fuorisalone sparkled.
Here are the highlights.
The arms and backrest
of De Sede’s DS-880
are adjustable

Stiletto was among Versace Home’s
debuts, alongside a co-ordinating
sofa, sideboard and cabinet

Tacchini debuted a new version of Gastone Rinaldi’s Orsola from 1970, with an up-to-date cover and chrome frame for a softer look
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Desalto showcased its
Koki Wire outdoor seating

EmmeBi’s Toolbox sideboard features numbered
aluminium handles while Soho is available as a
sofa, chaise longue, armchair and two poufs

Alongside its 2021 collection, Ethimo
previewed 2022 including the Sling chair,
inspired by camping in the 1970s

Cassina’s Volage EX-S Night includes a bed fitted with a headboard
on which lighting and useful accessories are suspended, a bedside
table, a chest of drawers, a compact sofa, armchair and bench

GT Design celebrated the 20th anniversary
of the Kama rug with two new shades and
two from its original collection

Designed to bring magic inside the home as well as outdoors,
Seletti’s My Moon is a large and sculptural luminous crescent moon,

resistant to weather, shocks and pressures
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Fiam’s Coral Beach coffee tables
combine 3D printing and hightemperature embossing

Diesel Living with Moroso’s outsized Cloudscape is available as
an armchair, two and three-seater sofas and a modular system

Ritzwell’s Leewise modular system has an ash frame and lengths from 80cm to 250 cm

Follow the track of Illulian’s Unlimited rug
and be captivated by the magic of the
optical distortion and its 3D effect
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The design of Giorgetti’s Liling rug is
reminiscent of cracked ceramics

Frigerio’s Arnè features open corner shapes
and armrest pleats

REVIEW

Frag updated 2020’s Gast sofa with a modular version

Tonellidesign expanded Hyperion with
a table lamp version, in two sizes

GVT’s Beaulieu beech chair draws inspiration from
‘living light-heartedly’ in the south of France

Emanuel Gargano’s Alma features a stone disc that creates a ring
of light, and its distance from the wall can be manually adjusted

Gervasoni’s Loll modular sofa, first seen in April
at Milan Design City, gained a pouf and chair

Sahrai’s Split Bronze is inspired by marble
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Elie Saab celebrated the return
to Milan with L’Infini
Alias introduced the Saen table, with
its narrow stem and ceramic top
cc-tapis’ Ombra
experiments with
shadows to create
a 3D sensation

Lema presented a special edition of its Ombra
chair in a red painted frame and red leather seat

EMU’s Shine combines
aluminium and teak. As well as
dining, a sun lounger, daybed
and two-seater sofa are available.
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Lapalma’s Edit chair has a soft silhouette
reminiscent of a flower, and is designed to be
suitable for home, office and contract settings

DePadova’s Alberese Wood updates the
upholstery design with a wooden frame

REVIEW

Rubelli Casa’s Seta follows the Novecento Italiano Promemoria’s Komodo chaise longue combines acacia and
art movement: form must be simple and true
bronze, with sofas, coffee tables and a bed also available
Valcucine’s Vitrum Mimesis
may look like a marble
kitchen, but it uses glass

Tato’s re-introduction of 20th-century
designs by Italian designers continues
with Ignazio Gardella’s R63

Gandiablasco’s 14-piece Onde collection is designed to work as well indoors as outdoors
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REVIEW

B&B Italia introduced the Laidback version of Harbor: it reclines, swivels and the headrest is adjustable

Natuzzi’s Juno is a symbol of Mediterranean
comfort: with its enveloping shape, it evokes a
cosy nest, a refuge that welcomes and embraces

Knoll added a corner unit to Gould

Sawaya & Moroni’s Diapason uses solid ash
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Minotti’s Roger now covers upholstery, coffee tables, a bed and bedside table

REVIEW

Baxter expanded
its Milano collection
with a bed and armchair,
both enveloping the user

Dehomecratic launched with six designs including Talk,
inspired by the Corbeille sofa by Pierre Chareau in the 1920s

The NVL table is Jean Nouvel’s second
design for MDF Italia, after 2018’s
Super_Position shelving unit

Edra’s A’mare uses polycarbonate to create a
design that suggests ice on the point of melting

Talenti’s George combines lightness and comfort reminiscent of the nautical world
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GFA
GLOBAL

FURNITURE

ALLIANCE

DARCY ANCHOR IN STOCK &
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW!
Darcy

Ocean

Due

End

of

Oct

THE

DARCY
Anchor

FIXED

Ocean

SOFA

SET

Aztec Teal

Offering clean lines and an elegant appearance, the Darcy features graceful sweeping arms, tailored piping detail and a
stylish button back creating a truly classic silhouette. Take a seat in cushioned comfort with plump, foam-filled seat
cushions, supportive arm rests and contrast oak coloured cube feet.
Available in an extensive collection, comprising of a 3-seater, 2-seater, chair and cuddler in soft Anchor and Ocean fabric
and an accent chair and ottoman in Aztec Teal patterned fabric as used on the scatter cushions to complement the range.

• COORDINATED

SCATTERS,

ACCENT

• REVERSIBLE
• UK

T:

01291

645080

CHAIR

&

CUSHIONS

MADE

F:

01291

645099

OTTOMAN

UK

MADE

AXTON ELEPHANT IN STOCK &
AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY NOW!
Axton

Shadow

Due

End

of

Oct

THE

AXTON
Elephant

Shadow

FIXED

SOFA

SET

Scatter

The Axton delivers superb comfort in a clean, modern design that’s perfect for family living.
Filled with supportive foam, this model is beautifully upholstered in a soft, mottled, velvet-feel fabric and complimented
by coordinated scatter cushions. Gently curved arms, neat piping detail and polished chrome feet complete the look.
The Axton is available in a 3-seater, 2- seater and chair, along with matching ottoman in Elephant and Shadow fabric with
patterned scatter cushions complementing the range.

• CHROME
• REVERSIBLE
• UK

E:

SALES@GFA.UK.COM

FEET
CUSHIONS

MADE

W:

WWW.GFA.UK.COM

REVIEW

Destination

Tamarisk Designs’ Walcott struck the back of the net

Long Point saw a sharp increase in new visitors as retailers sought out the
latest designs. Here are some highlights. Visit: www.longeatonguild.co.uk

Tetrad’s Amilie
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Spink and Edgar Upholstery’s Crawford

REVIEW

Wiemann’s KOS proved a winner, helped by pre-Christmas delivery

Bluebone was able to reassure retailers that it
is well-stocked for pre-Christmas deliveries
Camden was Artistic Upholstery’s star in a range of sofa sizes and a love seat

Richmond Interiors’ Cromford Mill incorporates
recycled elm from old buildings with brass detailing

Gascoigne Designs welcomed retailers from far wider
afield than usual for the show. Pictured is 5th Avenue.

Westbridge Furniture previewed Lottie, Mack and
Della (pictured) ahead of a January introduction

The draw for a £1,500 Belmont gift voucher was made by Maggie Throup,
MP for Erewash, pictured with Paul Gundry, Iain Mitchell, Andrew Mitchell,
Clive Kenyon-Brown and David Gascoigne. The winner was Richard Webb,
of Webbs of Crickhowell, Powys. The next show is scheduled for 9-11 May.
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Julian Foye

Sales Person Required

RECRUITMENT

An opportunity has arisen to join our friendly sales
team at our Flagship furniture store in Truro. We
have our roots firmly planted in Cornwall,
established in 1862, family run and now trading from
four large, modern showrooms, we supply many top
brands including Stressless, Ercol and Hypnos.

If you are looking to recruit staff for your furniture or flooring
stores, looking for sales staff or reps for your manufacturing
outlet, then INTERIORS MONTHLY offers a great package!

The successful candidate will have previous
experience with good communication and
computer skills.

Our online package is just £175. Your advert will appear in our
jobs section on the website until the position is filled or you
ask us to remove. Our weekly newsletter, which is mailed every
Thursday to 7000 industry professionals, also includes a list of
these latest jobs.

The position is full time, 5 days a week (9am-5pm)
to include weekend and bank holiday work (11am4pm) - we would also accept your application if you
are looking for a 3-4 day week and have previous
experience.

If you have both online and quarter page recruitment
advert in our magazine, the cost will only be £250!
Costs for larger recruitment adverts are available upon request.

Please contact Jarrod on
E: jbird@interiorsmonthly.co.uk
T: 01565 631 397

Competitive salary based on experience.
Please apply by contacting us for an application form:

email: annette@julianfoye.co.uk

for any enquiries include your telephone number
and we will call you back.
Closing date for applications: 2nd November 2021.

The Brand Leader

The company you can trust with over 25 years
of Sustainability and Innovation

INdoor

Sustainability is in our DNA
All our PU ranges are recycled and recyclable.

www.underlay.com

Telephone 01536 200502

